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ABSTRACT

The aim of this investigation is to compare the ecology and 

behaviour of the orb-web spiders ZiYf̂ iella r-notata and Zvfciella atrioa. 

Differences between them in their oaoioe of habitat, as cited in the 
literature, are generally oonfirmed by a preliminary field survey.

Mixed |30pulations do occur but hybridization has not been detected, 

althou^ the close morphological similarity, especially in the immature 

stages, is emphasized* Field studies show that the species also build 
basically similar webs with respect to spider size, retreat position 

and habitat structure. However, the larger number of radii in Z. atrioa 

middle instar webs is of interest. Life histories are compared in a 

two-year study of two natural populations and differences in mating 

behaviour are described.
In conjunction with the field studies, Wiich include ndLcroolimatio 

measurements, laboratory experiments on the effects of temperature, 
humidity and feeding rates on development; humidity and temperature 
preferences; and changing reactions to light are detailed* Tolerances 
to temperature extremes, desiccation and starvation are investigated. 

These experiments indicate several differences between the species.
Z» x-notata eggs hatch more quickly than Z. atrioa at equivalent temp
eratures* Z. x-notata prefers higher temperatures and can also with

stand greater extremes. At 25*C., for example, 2. atrioa males show 

high mortality during the final moult* The preference shown for low 
humidities is more pronounced in Z. x-notata and it is more resistant 

to desiccation and also food deprivation. Limited feeding results in 

reduced size and increased instar length, but there is some compensation
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by reduction in instar numbers, aspeoiaXly for Z. x-notata.

In conclusion, the differences detected in iaor îhology, life 
histories, webs, preferenoeu and tolerances in both field and Xabora* 

tory indicate that Z. x-notata is more adaptable, and this may well 

help to explain its wider and more varied pattern of distribution.
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CHAFTgR I
IMTHOmrCTÎv;»

Spiders are a widespread, common and diverse group of artbiropods• 

They have been reported from laost parts of the world, occupying varied 
habitats in many different environments, imù although essentially 

terrestrial, some species have become partially or totally aquatic.
The distribution of spiders by environment is discussed by BRISTOWK 

{1939)» for example, and literature on the subject is cited by 
TURNBULL (l973) in a very useful review on AraneomorfAi ecology.

That habitat structure and microclimatic conditions, which are 

often closely linked, may well influence spider distribution between 
and within habitats is acknowledged by numerous authors. DUFFBY (1966) 

stresses the importance of examining these factors wî ien studying 

spider distribution. If a species is common in two quite different 
ecological habitats, the absence of competition from related species 

may be an added factor (DUFFEY, 1968). BHISTüWS (1929) and IBC2AK
(1963) also reoogniae the influence of interspeoifo competion on 

distribution.
In the case of actual site selection by web-building spiders, 

the site must provide microclimatic conditions suited to the physio

logical needs of the spider, scaffolding for the web, and an adequate 

food supply (TURNBULL, 1973). Although temperature (NJ^HGAARD, 1956; 
mSAUSR, 1972), humidity (SAVOHY, I93O; CUlUDSIbT-THOKHiON, 1957)4 

light (caEaK&TT, 1964; SHDEHS, 1973), sunlight (POINTING, I965), and 
wind (POINTING, 1965; SBSRHAftD, 1972), plus height above the ground 

(jONi^, 19411 1972) have been shown to influence the siting
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of webs, the structural characteristics of the habitat may be more 
important (LOWRIS. 1948; DUFFSY, 1962b; CHERRJrPT, 19&4; SNDERS, 1973) 
The preference for dead m t i i e r  than living vegetation (DUFPEY, 1962b; 

EB12RHAR0, 1972} OTEHS, 1972), the stiffness and rigidity of supports 

for the web (BTilSTOWE, 1939; TIWIN, 1942; WWRIE, 1948) and the 
size of the space available (SZLSP, 1958) are known to affect site 
selection, at least in some spiders.

Different responses by different specie» to such factors may 

lead to horizontal, vertical and temporal stratification. Stratific

ation in spiders hay been recognised in field studies by various 

authors (ELLIOT, 1930; m m  and HJMA, 1949; DfJWDY, 1951; TURNBULL, 
I960; mPPSY, 1962s, 1962b, 1968; LUC2AK, 1963 and ENDERR, 1972). 

ELTON and MILLIER (1954) have proposed a method for classifying 
habitats by structural characters useful when defining physical 

strata. TRST2EL (1955) points out that stratification in closely 
related or similar species within a community minimises competition 
between them. DUFFSY (1966) gives examples of closely related 

species which illustrate the tliree types of stratification mentioned 

above.

A survey of the literature on the orb-web spiders Zy^ielle 

x-notata (Clerck) and vie11a atrioa (C. L. Koch) (for synonyms 
see Table 1.) indicates distribution differences in relation to 

Mbitat. The aim of this study is to confirm that the differences 

do occur, to examine factors which may influence habitat choice, and 
to compare life cycles both in the field and under controlled condi

tions in the laboratory.
Although general information on the distribution and biology of 

the two species appears in the literature, and both are mentioned in 

species lists from field observations, no comparative ecological
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Table 1. Zyglella x-notata and 2. atrioa synonyms

Zyrâella x-notata
Reference

2v*riella atrioa
Reference

W lAM G W im  a

Aranea oalophylla + Aranea caloohvlla +
" litterata +

Araneus x-notatua + +
Eueira similis + + hueira calophylla 

V'lucharia atrioa 4
+
+ +

Zilla califomioa + Zilla atrioa + + +
" Keyserlinjari $ " Keyaerliiwri +
” litterata + •f
’* x-notata k -f

Zvaria caloohvlla +
Zy^ella litterata 4" + Zygi.Ua (Zills)

calophylla

W « WISELS (1931). lAM « LOCKET & HILLIDGÂ (1953), G - GSRTSCH (I964)

field study aaema to bave been made. Comparative ecological experi

ments are few (SAVORY, 1930? mVIRS and ELNZY, 1952) and these will 
be referred to later. Unlike atrioa. x-notata has been uaed exten

sively as an experimental laboratory animal in the study of orb-webs 

and web-building behaviour (WIEHLE, 1927; TIL̂ ^UIN, 1942? KOENIG, 1951? 

PETERS, 1951, 1969; mvrn, 1952; witt, 1956; le GUELTS, 1964a, b?
1966a, b), the effect of drugs on web construction (WOLFF and HH3Q̂ EL, 

1951? WITT, 1956; WITT and REED, I965; 1971), and learning
in spiders (LIS GUiSLTS. I969). WITT, KEEL and PSAiCALL (i960) have 

worked with orb-web spiders in the laboratory and much research, 
including that done on drug webs, is reviewed in their book.

Hie genus Zvaiella (F. 0. Pickard-Cambridge) is one of ten gen

era in Britain representing the Argiopidae, a family exclusively of 

orb-web spinners (LOCKET and iULLIiXJE, 1953)* (For discussion of the 

family name, see PLATNICiC and LEVI, 1973)* A total of twenty-two
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Zygiqlla apaoles is given by BONNET (1959) but many of the reported 
epecies should probably be assigned to other genera (GERTSCH, I964). 

LSYI (1974) recognises fifteen apeoies. The genue is represented in 
Britain by Z.v^iella x-notata (Clerk), Z. atrioa (C. L. Koch) and 

the rare Z* stroeiai (Hiorell). The geographioal distribution of 

x-notata and atrioa in Britain is summarized by BRISTOWS (1939) and 

L0CK13T, MILLIDGS and Î^ERRETT (1974)? and abroad by BRISTOWE (1939), 
GSRTSCH (1964) and L3VI (1974). Both apeoiea are distributed all 
over the British Isles; x-notata is common in most places and atrioa 
in many places and n»y be locally abundant (LOCKliT? and MILLIQGS,

1953)* BLACKBALL (I864) seems to suggest that, at that time, 
x-notata was less widespread than atrioa but there must be doubt 
whether the females of the species could then be separated.

Some of the more important examples of habitat preference are 

given in Table 2. Hiese may perhaps be sumaarized as a preference 
by x-notata for man-made structures such as tiie outside of houses, 

sheds, fences and bridges, and %fhen on slirubs, often close to such 

structures, while atrioa prefers low trees, bushes and shrubs, 
oomiaonly distant from human habitation.

Morphologically, the zygiellas are small to medium-sized orb- 

weavers with oval abdomens of grey, silvery or yellowish colouration 

(GSRTSCH. 1964)* Genus characteristics are.given by COfSTOCK (1940)# 
KASTON (1948), LOCKET and MILtlDGE (1953) and GERTSCH (1964). Des
criptions of adult x-notata and atrioa are given by these authors 

plus BUCKWALL (I864), MoCOüK,(l893). WISHLS (l93l) and SAVORY (1935). 
The very close similarity in size and appearance between the adult 
female spiders is generally acknowledged. Illustrations of adult 

male palps and female epigynes for species identification are found 

in WIEHLiE (1931), LOCKET and MILLIBGB (1955), GERTSCH (I964) and 
LEVI (1974). Means to separate earlier instars are not found in the
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Table 2 , Borne examples from the literature of habitat preference by
x-notata and atrioa

Reference x-notata atrioa

CÜTHBE8T30H In a mixed wood near
(1926) Glasgow, on low branohea

of trees, amongst under
growth, especially in 
open parts of wood.

SAVORY In angles of doorways
(1928) and window frames, in

side and outside the 
house, never far re
moved from buildings.

BHISTOWE On an island in Co.
(1929) Kerry, on all banka, 

bushes and stone walls. 
Araneus diadematua and 
Meta se/ciaenta absent.

NIELSEN Hear liuiaan habitations.
(1932) On board-fenoeo, often

on staircases.

SAVORY Usually on walls, fences,
(1955) window frajft©» or door

frames. Vhen on plants 
usually holly or gorae.

EASTOH May live in hedges.
(1948) Prefers the outside of

houses, fences etc.
LOGKST and Hbst noticeable in
MILLIDGE window frames of houses,
(1953) under shed eaves etc.

BRISTOIVE On window frames.
(1958)

GEHTBCH Hew E n g U n â , U.S.A.
(1964) on houses, bams,

wharves, bridges, fences 
West Coast, U.S.A. 
similar, plus shrubs, 
trees, rook cliffs, and 
dirt banks alon/j streams

Similar.

On bushes and slmibs. 
Hot found together with 
x-notata.

Overlap with x-notata. 
but not found on the 
same bush by the author,

In forests, on bushes 
and low tre.8, espe
cially spruce and pine. 
ikt stone-fenoes and old 
sheds.
On bushes and shrubs.

May live on houses, but 
prefers ŝ irubs and treas 
more than x-notata.
On gorae, bushes and low 
plante generally. On rocks 
close to high tide. Hot so 
partial to human liablta- 
tion but may be found 
there.
On ahrube far distant from 
houses.

Habits much the same as 
x-notata but said to 
prefer trees and shrubs.
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literature.

The weba of x-notata and atrioa are oharaoteriatio of the genuo 
in that they are roughly vertical, have an oval oatoïiing zone, the 

viscid spirals are absent from one sector of the web, and a signal 

thread leads from the hub through this sector to a tubular silken 
retreat (various autWrs). Small differences between the species in 

the average number of radii, size of free sector and the retreat are 
mentioned by WIEHLS (1931) and 3HI3T0WS (l94l). The retreat is usu
ally above the hub (McCOJK, 1889; TILQUIH, 1942; LB OOSLTB, 1969; 
HARfLSS and 1971), the hub is displaced toward» the retreat

(TIIilUlH, 1942; IM  GUSITB, 1966a,b) and the shape of the web changes 
with changing retreat position (SAVûüY, 1952; LB GÎJELTB, 1966b). 

Sometimes there is no free sector (BLACKWAW,, I664; CO13T0CK, 194Û; 
SA?03Y, 1952) and this is said to occur in x-notata when the signal 

thread is greater than 40^ to tlie web (WIBHLB, 1931) and in atrioa 

when 90® (RISL3BN, 1932). BEI3T0WB (1941) noted that the proportion 
of complete Zv^iella webs on foliage increases tlxrough the autumn, 

and suggests that this may be due to the spiders moving further into 

the foli?jge with colder weather. DAHL (ld#5) and MoCOOK (1889) were 
early workers to note that very young Zv;?iella@ build complete orb- 

webs. From the almost circular webs (wiTT, 1963; LB OUBLTE, 1964a) 
the change to the normal web seems to depend both on maturation and 
the nature of the supporting frame (PSTBHS, I969)# The different 
ways Zygiellae then make their signal thread and free sector are 

described by BLACKBALL (I864), BBEUND (1927) and NIBL3B» (1952).
In general, much of the analytical work on the building and structure 
of *Zygiella-type* webs has been carried out on two-dimenoional 
x-notata webs built on frafties in the laboratory (LB GUBLTB, PîiTEHS, 
TIWUIN, VITT), and such information is lacking for atrioa.

Most of the information on the life cycles cornea from
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non-oomparative observations by various authors, often in different 

countries. 'I'he eggs are laid in the late summer or autumn in one 

(or more) egg cocoons (NI3LSSN, 1952} JDMBTHIB, 19541 LB GOBLTB, 
1962); x-notata may lay up to five batches of eggs (WliSHLE, 1951)*

Two moults take place in the cocoon (JOBlsaTHIS, 1954} PETERS, 1969). 

Young x-notata emerge in April (WIEHLE, 1931} JUBSRTHIK, 1954} LB 
GÜ53LTS, 1962) while atrioa emerge in May (iflBLSHafT, 1932). Labora

tory experiments using x-notata indicate that the number of moults 
after emergence may vary from four in both sexes to five and six 

in males and females respectively, depending on the feeding rate 

(LB GUBITB, 1966b). PRRgRS (1951) quotas five moults for females. 
BLAGXWALL (I864) quotes four moults after emergence for atrioa. while 

KA3T0N (1948) states that this species moults five times. While 

x-notata matures from July (GSKHAHDT, 1926) or August (WIRHLB, 1931) 
onwards, atrioa reaches maturity in August and September (KASTON, 

1948) or September and October (îîIKLSSf, 1932). In controlled con
ditions with excess food, x-notata may mature in three months com

pared with the usual six months (U5 GUBLTB, 1963)* ?%ting in 
x-notata has been observed in July (GBRHAHUT, 1926), August and Oct

ober (UKHOT, 1926), and in atrioa in September (or perhaps earlier) 

( o m i m m , 1924) and September and October (HISL3RN, 1932). Mating 
behaviour in both species is described by GBRHARDT (1924* 1926).
The adults are killed by autumn and winter frosts (HIBIISSIf, 1932} 

MI3T0WB, 1941) although some x-notata may over-winter successfully 

(KA3T0N, 1946 quoting WISaLg, 1929; BRI3T0W18. 1941).
Microclimatic conditions at suitable web sites are closely 

linked to the physiological needs and tolerances of the spider (TDJR- 
BULL, 1975)# yet comparative preference and tolerance experiments 
for these species are few. SAVORY (1930) in simple humidity gradient 

experiments showed x-notata prefers low and atrioa high relative
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humidities at normal laboratory temperatures, but below 5^0. x-notata 
reverses its ohoioe. SAVORY linked this behaviour with habitat 

preference. DAVIDS and 13DMÏÏY (1952) found tiiat the critical temper

ature of x-notata is higher tlian that of atrioa. and that at higiier 

temperatures, atrioa in dry air loses weight much more rapidly than 

x-notata.
DUPFLT (1962b) showed that field-layer spiders including atrioa 

aire able to live without water for much longer periods than ground- 

living species. Two atrioa specimens survived an average of 5I days 

in the laboratory without food or water. Excess feeding of x-notata 
in controlled conditions increases the number of instars (LS GUKLTS, 
1966b) and shortens the time to maturity (LE GUKLTS, I965), whereas 
lixaited feeding causes an increase in instar length (LE GfOEI/TE,
1966b).

In view of the alms as outlined and the information already 

known regarding these ax^eoies, the approach in this study is as 
follows. The spiders are compared morphologically throu^out devel

opment primarily for identification purposes, and using this inform

ation, a survey on habitat selection in the field is carried out. 
Web-building behaviour is studied and structural characteristics of 

field webs and web sites investigated. Humidity, temperature and 
li^it preferences, and tolerances to starvation, desiccation and 

temperature extremes are examined. The rates of development under 
different conditions are studied in the laboratory and finally, com

parisons are made of life cycles in the field.
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CHAPTî^t II

MORPHOLOGY

Literature has been oited in whioh the chief diagnostic features 
of adult x-notata and atrioa are given. Except for differences in 

the structure of the adult male palps and female epigynes, termed the 
genitalia (LEVI, 1974)* the close similarity in general appearance 

of the species is emphasized. SAVORY (1935) and LOCKET and MILLIDGE 

(1953) do mention that living atrioa usually have a red tinge to the 
anterior abdoiainal dark patches and edges of the folium. That spider 

colours may be lost quite rapidly in preservatives (KAIRE, 19^3) 
might explain why many authors do not mention this colouration. 

GERTSCH (1964) quotes numbers and positions for spines on leg I of 

single mature specimens of both species. If even the tibial spines 
were characteristic, they alone would serve to separate mature males 

and females. GERTSCH also lists various linear dimensions of single 
adult x-notata and atrioa specimens, but does not suggest that such 

dimensions could be uaed to separate the speciaa. HîT^tS (1951) and 
LS GUELTB (1962) give the lengths of leg segments for different 
developmental stages of x-notuta only. Inforiaation on differences 
between immature spiders i® lacking, and therefore the need for a 

morphological investigation involving nymphs and adults of both spec

ies (nomenclature after VACHOH, 1957) was considered necessary.
In addition to genitalia, colouration and appendage spines, 

other oharactero such as size and pattern, position of the eyes, and 
number, position and length of the trichobothria may be useful in 

spider identification (LOCKET and fULLIDGE, 1951)* Various dimensions
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have also been used when comparing different species and develop
mental sta#^es. They include carapace width (DONDALE, I96I; MITASHITA, 
1968; PBCK and WHITCOMB, 1970; HAGSTRUM, 1971). oarapaoe length 

(JONES, 1941; DONOAI^, 1961), and body length, ocular quadrangle 
length and width, and femur II length (DÜNDALF., 19&1).

Using the characteristics mentioned above, a preliminary morpho

logical investigation of possible species differences was carried 
out on laboratory-raiaed spiders. Results suggested that there was 
no obvious single characteristic by which the two species could be 

separated throughout development. However, differences were noted 

in the colour and pattern of the oarapaoe and abdomen at certain 

stages and also in the development of the genitalia. The numbers 

and positions of appendage spines in the adults showed variation, 

but insufficient spiders were used to eliaidnate spine characteristics 
at this j)Oint. Carapace widths and appenda^re segment lengths, al

though of limited value in species separation, did seem to be a useful 

pointer to developmental stage. Of these measurements, carapace 
width was the most convenient to take, but Increases in tibia I 
length, for example, were relatively greater at each moult. Also, 

compared with other appendaije segments, tibia I was longer than most 
and with the appendages in the natural position, the least difficult 
to measure. (Manipulation of appendages was kept to a minimum be
cause of their easy detachment).

Following the preliminary investigation, certain characteristics 

were studied further, using spiders from as many different single- 
species populations as possible. The characteristics were colour and 

pattern of the carapace and abdomen, relative lengths of the append

age segments, development of the genitalia and the number and posi
tion of the appendage spines. In order that comparison could be 

made of field spiders at roughly equal stages of development, they
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were grouped according to tibia I length, aa described below.

Dotormination of Stage Limits for 
Field Spiders.

Material and Method
Spiders from two large single-species populations were collected 

throughout 1971, x-notata from iron railings at Greenford, Middx, and 
atrica from Chobham Common, Surrey. Using a binocular microscope 
with an eye-piece z&icrometer, the lengths of both tibiae I were 

measured from the dorsal aspect to 0.05mm. and the average taken. 

Results
These are presented in the form of frequency block graphs in 

Appendices 1 and 2, and stag© limits derived from them in Table ). 
These limits were used in all subsequent work on field spiders al

though it is acknowledged that they do not represent the true instar 

values for all spiders at all times.

Table ). Field spiders - limits of tibia 1 length in mm. for each
developmental stage.

Stage Sex
Limits of tibia I len/?th in mm.

x-notata atrioa

1 M + F 0.30 - Û .45 0.30 - 0.45
2 K + F 0.50 - 0.00 0.50 - 0.80
z M + F 0.85 - 1.20 0.85 - 1.15
J M 0.85 - 1.40

A F 1.25 - 1.65 1.20 - 1.554 M 1.45 - 2.10 1.20 - 2.25

C F 1.70 - 2.15 1.60 - 2.00P M 2.15 - 3.15 2.30 - 3.25

c F 2.20 - 5.00 2.05 - 2.85
M 3.20 +

M + F w sexes could not be distinguished.
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Allocation of Field Spiders to 

Developmental Stage
To aid recognition of stages in the field, spiders were compared 

in size with reference spiders, minus their abdomens, mounted in 
Canada balsam between microscope slides. Each specimen represented 

a stage upper size limit* Although the final reference was to tibia 
I length, the carapace width, abdomen colour and time of year were 

often useful when allotting a spider to a particular stage. Spiders 
were captured as follows. During the day when they normally occupied 
the retreat, the immature ones especially could be attracted to the 

web hub by directing small puffs of air or taloum powder at the web. 

Otherwise they were approached directly in the retreat with a small 

paint brush and captured aa they eooaped backwards throu^ the rear 
exit. For examination purposes, each spider was placed in a 5 x 2cm. 
glass tube with a base of microscope slide glass. Using a white foam 

plastic stopper pushed up inside the inverted tube, the spider was 

trapped against the plain glass and viewed with a hand-lens. Spiders 

were returned to their webs unless laboratory examination was required.

Spider Pattern and Colouration

Material and Method
Many spiders of known species at all stages of development were 

compared for patterning and colouration of the abdomen and carapace. 

Results
Figs. 1 and 2 show mature male and female x-notata and atrioa 

taken from the dorsal and ventral aspects.
(a) Abdomen.

The simps and roore especially the colour of the ahiominal folium 
wore found to be very variable in both species, the variation being 

greatest in the adult. Adult x-notata of both sexes varied from a
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Fig. 1. Adult male and female x-notata (linear magnification = 7)

Male - dorsal Male - ventral

/ \
Female - dorsal Female - ventral
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Fig. 2. Adult male and female atrica (linear magnification = ?) 

Male - dorsal

Female - dorsal

Male - ventral

Female - ventral



light grey folium with greyish-brown anterior patches and borders to 

steal grey and black. The folium of adult atrica was even more 

variable, from a silvery grey with prominent red anterior patches 

and red in the borders laterally and posteriorly to an almost uniform 

dull black colour. However, extensive dark pigmentation was uncommon 

even in adult atrica, and where it did occur, red colouration was 

found in relation to the anterior patches (except in two females), 

though a lens was required in some cases to see this. Red in these 

patches was noted in some second stage, more frequently in third 

stage, and in almost all later spiders. It was not found in x-notata 

at any stage. Red to orange/red pigmentation was noted on the lateral 

parts of the atrica abdomen, but it was also found to a lesser extent 

on some of the lighter coloured early and middle stage x-notata. 

Ventrally, atrica was generally more yellow in colour, and the dark 

ventral medial stripe less pronounced.

(b ) Carapace.

Although not absolute, the shape of the central carapace pattern 

provided a useful guide in the separation of first stage spiders, as 

shown in Fig. 5*

Fig. 3, d^pical first stage carapace patterns.

x-notata atrica
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In older spiders, the shape of the oarapace and oarapaoo pattern 

tended to parallel those of the adult females and differences between 

them were not sufficiently consistent to separate the species with 
any certainty* The adult males acquired their rather distinctive 
carapace at the final moult*

Appendage Segment Lengths

Material and Method

From the spiders collected in 1971* five average-sized spiders 
(as jtttiged by tibia I length) were eeleotod for each of the first 

three developmental stages and two groups of five for later stages 
when the sexes could be separated* They were killed with ethyl 

acetate vapour to leave the appendages limp (LCX3KET and HILLIOGg, 
1951)* Under a blnooul^mr microscope, the appendofge segment lengths 
were measured from the dorsal aspect to 0*09 âm. accuracy, and the 
mean reailinga for each group compared for the two species*

Results
The mean segment lengths for the different developmental stages 

are given in Appendix 3* In the first three stages, the lengths of 
appendages and appendage segmente were closely comparable in tlie two 
species* The relative segment lengths were too similar to enable 
the speoies to be separated by this method* Althou^ minor differ

ences were noted in the dimensions of female spiders from stage four 
onwards, differences in relative proportions were not consistent 

enough to suggest that recognition could be baaed on them. However, 

of special interest were the dimensions of sub-adult and adult male 
spiders both in relation to one another and also to females of the 
same specioa* The lengths of stage four and five male legs were 
greater than those of the females. At stages four and five in male 

x-notata and stage five in male atrica* the metatarsus of leg I was
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longer than the femur. Thla la in agreement with GKRTSCH’a (1964) 

figures for mature males » but US G?/SL'S (1962) In a detailed labora
tory study on growth in x-notata found the male aetatarsua to be 
shorter than the femur at all stages* Hence» differences in segment 

proportions may bo more variable than results indicate and oast doubt 
on their value in species identification*

The mfile palps are of added significance because of their spe
cialised role in sperm transference during mating anJ also of their 

use In species identification. Fig. 4 shows the lengths of the palp® 
and palp segments at different stages of development* Female palps 

were found to be broadly similar in linear dimensions at equivalent 

stages»but gross differences in male palps first became apparent in 
the sub-adult stage* Gomparing the mature atrica male palp with that 

of x-notata. all segments were longer» especially the femur» patella 
and tibia. Differences in shape as well as length of the palpal 

segments are illustrated in the following section*

Genitalia
Material and Ilethod

% e  development of the male palps and female epigynos was 
closely studied and representative drawings made using camera lucida* 
Hgaa.it,a ^
(A) Hales. '

Although there was found to be some variation in the stage when 
males became mature» especially in x-notata* the majority matured at 
stage five. Fig. 3 shows the typical development of male palps 

demonstrating that those of adults» sub-adults and in some cases the 
previous stage can be distinguished. The palps of fifth stage fe
males are drawn for comparison* Of the many differences sho%m be

tween sub— adult and adult palps» the darkening of the tarsus in
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Fig. 5a* Development of x-notata male palp 
- left, from side

Stage III

Stage IV 
sub-adult

Stage V 
adult

0.5 mm*
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Pig. 5̂ . Development of atrica nale palp - left, from aide
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Pig. 5c. Stage V female left palpe - for comparison

r-notata

0.5 mm.
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Pig. 6. Epigynes of mature females from the ventral aspect

(a) atrica

(b) x-notata

0.5 mm.
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X-notata auid of the whole palp, eepeoially the patella and tarsus in 
atrica made separation easily possible in the field. The signific

ance of the large difference in palp lengths will be discussed later.
(B) Pemaloa

Pig. 6 shows to scale adult epigynes of females maturing after 
five nymphal stages. In most oases, there was little indication of 
the developing epigyne before the final moult. Mature epigynes could 
be distinguished in the field, although a hand lens was normally 
required.

Appendage Spines
Haterial and Hethod

Th9 number and position of the spines on the logs and palps were 
noted for groups of thirty male and female spiders from various 

localities. A dark spot on t!ie cuticle marking the position of each 

spine %ma found useful when the spine had become detached.

Results
Table 4 shows the position and number of spines found on the 

palps and legs of adult spiders. It includes the results of OBtlTSCH 

{1964). Figures appearing in brackets indicate that no more than 
one third of the spiders examined possessed that number of spines.
Wot only was considerable variation found between spiders, mainly 
in the tibial spines, but the spines were not always identical in 

number and position on opposite legs of the same spider. The two 
species could not be separated hy the spine pattern on any one 
appendage segment. However, males could be distinguished from 

females, males from males and females from females by patella I, 
femur II and metatarsus IV spines respectively. Where comparison 

of résulta can be made with those of GEHT3CH (19&4) some differ

ences are apparent. However, the male x-not^ta and male and female
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atrica specimens of GE8TSCR were oufficisnfcly large to surest that 
they had matured after an extra nyraphal atâ ê which might help to 

explain this. The spine pattern of sub-adults was found to be diff
erent to that of the adults, partly by reduction in the number of 

spines. Due to variability within and similarity between the species, 

separation with any certainty was not possible. This alao applied 

to earlier stages where in addition some difficulty was encountered 
in distinguishing between spinas and bristles. Thus, spines were of 

little real value in species identification. (See COOKE, 1965)•

In summary, the investigation to find morphological differences 

between the two species for identification purposes has demonstrated 
not only their great similarity, but alao wide intraapecific variation, 
No one difference was found which separated the species at all 

stages of development. Clear differences in sub-adult and adult male 
palps and in adult femle epigynes, and the presence of red colour

ation in the anterior abdominal patches and folium edge in atrica 
middle and late stages have been mentioned. Separation of early 
stages is less certain although differenoos in first stage oarapaoe 
patterns and the colour of the ventral abdominal surface have been 

described. However, the problem remains of the reliable identi

fication of early stages in single and mixed populations.
Factors controlling colouration in these species have not been 

investigated in this study, althou^ x-notata raised from laboratory- 

laid eggs and fed on Droaonhila were found to be lighter in colour 
when adult than their daric parents collected from outside. All lab
oratory-raised atrica possessed the red abdominal colouration prev
iously described. Of interest, PECK and WHITCOMB (1970) found that 
the colour of Chelracanthium Inoluauia (Clubionidae) varied consider

ably depending on the type of insect food consumed.
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or more usually by direct observation of the webs. Advantage wae 
taken of early morning mists which made webs easier to see. Initial
ly, some use was made of a fine water spray from a 'Spraymist* by 
ASL Airflow, Birminifham, but with experience this was no longer 
required. Talc from a puffer dispenser was invariably useful in 

showing up web details. Spiders were examined in the field as des
cribed previously. When necessary, they were transported back to the 
laboratory, either in separate glass tubes with foam plastio stoppers 
or in larger containers with some vegetation to minimise spider con

tact and ominibalism. If identification of young spiders was not 
possible at the site or immediately in the laboratory, either the 
sites were revisited later or the spiders were housed in Individually 
labelled 7*5 x 2.0ea. glass tubes and fed on Drosophila until ident
ification could be made.

Results
. The results of the survey are too many to give in full detail 

and therefore the following system has been adopted. Certain specific 
locations, habitats and populations are described which serve to illus

trai te important points regarding distribution, habitat preference 
and colour variation. These and other observations are then summar

ized to give an overall assessment of habitat ohoioe within the geo
graphical areas studied. Map references are from Ordnance Survey Maps 

of Great Britain, 1 Inch • 1 mile.

(A) Populations of x-notata only.
(i) Iron railings - Greenford, Middx. (Map ref. T̂ il34836).

A large population of dark x-notata was found on iron railings bord
ering the A40 trunk road where it crossed the Grand Union Canal.
The railings extended on both sides of the ro/id from the stone canal 
bridge for about 2^) metres eastwards and I40 metres westwards. % e
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road was raised above the surrounding open land and exposed to the 

prevailing winds. Occasional large Oratae«us wono/r/na (hawthorn) 
bushes were growing close to or even through the railings almost 

exclusively west of the bridge, and it was here that most spiders 
were found, close to the bushes. The latter were not a reservoir for 
the spiders, as observation showed, but probably acted as a protec
tive screen against high winds and strong sun. The actual f^sloal 

form of the railings was also important in web site selection as 
dlBOusaed later.

(ii) Wire fence - Greenford, Middx. (Map ref. T%145831)«
Early instar webs of dark x-notata were noted almost exclusively in 

the meshes of a wire fence. The fence measured approximately 10 

metros by I.4 metres high with mesh size of 5 % 5cm. The webs were 
on the top half of the fence and the retreats mainly situated where 
small loops attached the mesh to a supporting strand of wire, itself 
attached to concrete posts. Nearer maturity, no webs were found in 

the meahes but the spiders occupied retreats in holes and crevices 
in the posts with the webs stretolling from the posts to the meah. 
Being able to follow this sequence of events for several seasons, it 

became apparent that the size of the available space and the shape 

of the supporting structures for the web, the availability of a suit
able site for the retreat usually above the web hub, and the willing
ness of tlie spiders to chanr,e retreat sites when necessary were all 

ioi|>ortant factors in the ohoioe of web site.
(ill) Taxua baooata (yew) hedge - Regent's Park, London N.W.l.

(Map ref. TC120382T). Populations of dark x-notata were found on two 
hedges in Regent's Park, N.V.l. These established hedges, which were 
about 50 metres long and 1.8 metros high, ran roughly in an east/west 
direction. The webs wore found in more or less equal numbers on the 

north and south aspects of the hedges but almost entirely on the
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upper two-thirds of enoh hedge. '%e webs of older spidera especially 

were built parallel to the faces of tli© hedges with the retreats 
behind the webs in the foliage. percentage of webe without free
sectors increased as the spiders developed through the soaaon so that 

in September 1972, for example, 87) were without a free sector (200 
webs). This appeared to bo due to a changing relationship between 

the position of the web and retreat, partly as a result of norrjil 
growth of the hedge and partly to the repositioning of the larger 
retreats deeper into the foliage as the season profpresaed.

(iv) Ulex euromeua (gorae) near Denham, Bucks. (Map ref. 

TQO43858). During 1970, a patch of U. europaau^i measuring roughly 

20 metres by 4 metres on the oentrî̂ il reservation of the A40 trunk 
road near rural Denham,Bucks. was found to be heavily populated by 
x-notata (a conservative estimate of adult femles present in October 

1970 would be over two hundred). The vegetation was V 9 ry dark, 
possibly due to the effect of heavy traffic, and the spiders were 

once again of the dark grey/blaok type. This habitat has since been 
destroyed in extensive road improvements, 'fhe spacing and mode of 

growth of the rigid spines and shoots of U. eurooaeua made it an 
excellent support for weba and retreats, and it attracted much insect 

life as possible prey, vine might also assume that the spines afforded 
some protection against enemies such as birds.

(v) CrataoAma monofzvna (hawthorn) hedge « Northolt, Middx.

(Map ref. TCU12B43). %ie four populations of x-notata so far men

tioned were dark in colour. However, spiders found on a closely 
clipped C. monosrvna hedge, approximately 80 metres by 2.2 metres high, 
were much ligiiter in abdomen colour, mainly a light brownish-grey. 
Topically, spider retreats were oonotruoted on the underside of leaves.

( v i )  frunus Boinosa (b lackthorn) - Swanage, Dorset. (Map r e f .  

32023774). Dry Purbeck stone walls as f ie ld  boundaries were noted
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in the Swanage area. Extending towards the sea cliffs P. spinosa 
bushes were comr;ionly found growing olosa to the walla. Althou<^ a 

small proportion of brownish-grey x-notata were noted on the walls, 
the vast majority wore living on the bushea, ana in fact were very 
common.

(b) Rjpulationa of atrica only.
(i) ïïlox eurooaeuB (gorae) - Chobhara Oomaon, Surrey. (Map ref. 

SO972652). Chobhaa Coaaion, Surrey, is an extensive area of open, 

undulating heathland. î^tohee of U. eurooaeua are frequent, and 
there are isolated clumps of Betula verrucosa (silver birch) and a 

few Pinus sllveatris (Scots pine). In certain parts, frequently on 
or near the top» of the undulations, atrica were commonly found on 

both living and dead tl. euronoeua. However, areas of D. euro meus 
have been periodically out down or burnt, they have grown again, 
and this cannot be Ignored when considering spider distribution.
Early and middle instars were also frequently noted on the tangle of 
dead lower branches of B. verrucosa but not later ones, poaaibly 

because spaces were not large enough for the webs, or the sites for 
larger retreats were inadequate. A few webs were noted on P. allvea- 

tris. A large variation in abdomen colour from silvery grey and red 
to almost dull black was noted at Chobham, although there was some 

tendency for isolated groups to show less variation.
(ii) Ulex eurooaeuo (gorse) near Cheltenham, Glos. (Map ref. 

SO953I65). Pbir distant from human habitation, certain exposed 
patches of U. euronaeua on the top of the Cotawold Hills near Chel

tenham were heavily populated with atrica. althougr] other apparently 

similar patches were not.
(iii) Mixed Crataegus monogvna (hawthorn) and î runum apinoaa 

(blackthorn) hedge - Surrey. (Map ref. ’RÏOI27I8). This field

hedge in open country was cut once a year in the autumn to a height
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of about two metres. Ovor several years, atrioa were noted on this 
hedge, althougl̂ i not on an adjacent angle-iron farm g: te, except for 
two adult femmlos in October 1972 after the hedge had been out.

(C) »>puutipna of x-notata and atrioa In cloa. proximity.
(i) Agricultural shed on a I’runue domeatioa (plum) plantation - 

Cropthorne, bores. (Hsip ref. SKX)5448)» Over several years, x-notata 
were noted under the eaves of a roofing felt-coverod shed on a plum 

plantation. The shed was exposed to the sun and parts of the cover
ing wore at times almost too hot to touch. Scattered in the Yellow 
% g  plum trees, some very olose to the shed, were atrica with the 
retreats mainly in the bunches of developing plums and aooomimnying 
leaves. The x-notata spiders were dark but atrica apeoimens were 

more red than any others observed anywhere.
(ii) Metal footbridge and Ulex euromeua (gorso) - near Ickonham, 

Middx. (Map ref. %0638$5). îlany x-notata were found on a black 

metal footbridge crossing a trunk road near lokenham, with atrioa on 
U. europaeua about six metres from the bridge. In this case there 
was no overlap of tiie species although x-notuta inhabited more 
U. europaeus about forty metres distant. Most x-notata specimens 
were slightly darker than the atrica.

(ill) Garden and field hedges - Thaxted, Essex, (map ref. 

TL6123I6). In the summer of 1975# x-notata were observed on assorted 
garden hedges along the Cambridge Hoad in Thaxted. As the road left 
the village, many atrioa inhabited a bordering clipped C. mono^na 

hedge along its entire length. There seemed to be no overlap of the 
species.
(D) Overlap of x-notata and atrioa populations.

(i) Crataegus monogvna (hawthorn) hedge - Southall, -̂'idJx.
(Hap ref. TQI426O7). At Southall, a main road divided the local golf 

course into two. The road was bordered on both sides by 2.5 metre
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high Cm æonofyyna hedges, each clipped next to the pavement but not 

to the golf course. Both apecie© inhabited theee hedgee; soue over

lap was noted in 1973 although generally the two species were sep
arated. Of interest was the observation that both were quite common 
on the clipped sides of the hedges but apparently absent from the 
undipped sides. As noted earlier on C. mono/gyna. the spiders wore 

not of the dark type.
(ii) ürmtaemis ?aono.c?na (hawthorn) hedge - near Denham, Bucks. 

(Man ref. 38857). In 1971, in a rural area with few houses, both 
species were noted on a 50 metre long, 1,5 metre high clipped 
C. aonojjg/na hedge. The two were completely intermingled. In colour, 
the species resembled those at Southall. Unfortunately, this habitat 

was destroyed during motorway construction in 1972.
(iii) Ulex europaeus (gorge) hedge - near lokenViam, Middx.

(Map ref. TQ062856). An 80 metre U . europaeue hedge formed the 
boundary between a s<r«all field and the A40 trunk road near lokenham. 
The road and hedge w*re on a west/east incline. In 1970, it was 

noted that while atrioa occupied a 25 metre section near the top of 
the incline, x-notata occupied the hedge lower down, possibly as an 
overflow originally from a nearby viaduct. There appeared to be no 
overlap. By 1974* the atrioa region had been encroached upon by 
x-notata from below and above, probably from an adjacent wire fence 

and nearby buildings. Spiders of both si>eciea were Intermingled on 
some bushes, and it appearetî that x-notata were quite rapidly replac

ing atrica in this habitat. In colour, x-notata adulte were somewhat 

darker than atrica.

The above observations and many others not specifically mentioned 
indicate the types of habitat chosen by the two species in the feo- 

gra^ioal areas listed. Of the two species, x-notata occupied a
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greater variety of habitats than atrioa. It was ooimionly noted on 
man-made structures auoh as houses, sheds, fences of various kinds, 
gates, bridges and pylons, and on trees, bushes, shrubs and hedges 
often not very fur from such structures. In one euburbaui garden, 

this species was observed at all stages of development on the foll
owing vegetation - tcnicera nitida hedge; Liguetrum ep. (privet) 
hedge; Cratae^ais mono;arna hedge; Pioea abies (spruce;; Cuorcsaua 
gtaorooarpa and Hydrangea a-aorophylla. Examples of other plants have 
been mentioned and the list could foe extended.

Leas common generally, atrioa was abundant in oertfiin localities. 
It was almost entirely found on vegetation, both living and dead, 

mainly away from human habitation and often, although not invariably, 
in ex|x>8ed situations. Like x-notata. it was frequently observed on 

lilex europaeus and clipped Cratae/oas monogvna. but overlap of the 
two species was limited.

Colouration was more variable in older than younger spiders, 
and in atrica tlian x-notata. No definite conclusions can be drawn 
from field observations, but it was observed that spiders on lighter 
coloured, open vegetation vdiere the retrusts wore more exposed tended 
themselves to bo lighter and more highly coloured. For exaruple, 

x-notata established on Crataemis monogyna were noticeably lighter 
in colour than those on dense Taxua baccate and dark roadside 

Ulex europaeus.
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IV
THE WEB

A spider spends the greater part of its life building,
destroying, occupying or at least remaining in tactile contact with 
its web, a structure of paramount importance in the trapping of prey. 
The habitat in which the spider is found must therefore have structural 
characteristics which make possible the construction and physical 
support of the web and retreat. It was decided that a study of behav

iour prior to and during web building, together with an Investigation 
into tile position, size and structure of field webs might shed light 

on how web sites are selected, and indicate some of their oomcon 

structural characteristics. Published information for atrioa is very 

limited and that for x-notata is based mainly on spiders building on 
artificial two-dimensional frames under laboratory conditions.

THE RETAK&T

Presence of a Retreat 
After leaving the cocoon, early first nymph spiders of both 

species may build complete webs with no free sector, signal thread or 
retreat. They occupy the hub day and night. Others, perhaps from 
the same cocoon, build webs more typical of older spiders with a free 
sector and a signal tliread running through it from the web hub to a 
silken retreat built by the spider. The spider is normally found in 
the retreat during the day and at the hub at night. HoCOüK (1089) 
noted neighbouring young atrica webs, some with free sectors and some 

complete. LE GUELTS (1964a) found a similar situation in laboratory
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XjrhPtata wôbs built on frames by spiderlin/^s from th e same cocoon. 

Whether x-notata epiderllnga build a web with a free sector and signal 
thread ©cam» to depend on ago (MAYER, 1952; LK GUELTi:, 1966b) and the 
type of framework for suspending the web which allows for construction 
of a retreat (LS GÜELÎB, 1964a; FHTBRS, I969).

Ph© following experiment illustrates the importance of age on 
the type of web built by first nymphs.
Material and Kethod

Forty first nymphs of each epecios were individually housed in 
6 X 3cm. glass tubes at 20°C. and fad one Droaonhila per day. Every 

morning, note was made of the presence and form of the weba and 
retreats, which were then destroyed.
Results

The résulta for 10, 12, I4 and l6-day-old nymphs are presented 
in Table 5-

Table 5* '̂̂®b types of first nymphs at
different ages.

Age of 
nymphs 
in days

Ko. ^  with 
a

retreat

Wbbs
Species of

nymphs
^ with 
no 
web

f> with 
complete 

web

with 
free sector 

web

10 40 100.0 95.0 - 5.0
12 40 100.0 52.5 • 47.5x-notata 14 40 100.0 40.0 - 6u.o
16 40 100.0 45.0 - 55.0

10 4U - 100. Ü - »

atrioa
12 40 - 67.5 32.5 -
14 40 15.0 50,0 57.5 12.5
16 40 22.5 52.5 25.0 22.5
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By day 10, all x-notata had built retreat# and the weha which followed 
had a signal thread and free aeotor. No atrioa retreats or webs wezre 
built before day 12, the first webs were complete with no retreats 

and those were increasingly replaced by webs %rith free sectors after 
retraits wore constructed. x-nolkita and atrioa reached the
second nymphal stage in leas than )0 days without building a recog

nisable orb-web, juat a thread tangle sufficient to entrap Drosophila. 
Such thread tangles were sometiaoa found in the field.

The form of the supporting frameworic also influences the type of 
web, as demonstrated below. •

Material and Method

Ton 12-day-old nympho of each species were placed on individual 

circular wire frames, 6cm. in diameter and laen. gauge. iSftoh frame 
was supported vertically above water to reduce escapes, and any 
«BOâpeea were replaced by spiders of the same age. As controls, a 

similar number were placed on frames, each frame having a small oyUn
der of paper attached near the highest point to act as a potential 

retreat site, deba and retreats were destroyed each day. Drosophila 
were fed to the spiders viiether a web was produced or not.

Results
In the following eight days, 24 x-notata and 29 atrioa weba were 

built by the experimental group, all complete, with no retreats. In 

the control group, 33 out of 58 x-notata and 16 out of 26 atrioa webs 
had free sectors, signal threads and retreats.

The result» for x-notata agree with those of FSTAfiS (1969). 
Retreats were constructed first and the webs which followed had a 
free sector and signal thread. Where it was physically impossible to 
build a retreat due to the nature of the supporting structure, the 

webs were complete with no signal thread, fbr atrica.the ability to
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build a retreat and hence a web with a free sector amd signal thread 
seemed to come at a later age, and this may be one reason why propor
tionately more early first nymph atrioa field webs are complete on 

structures such as Ulex europaeus where potential retreat sites abound. 
Almost without exception, both species build a retreat after the first 
nymphal stage.

Siting of the Retreat 
Except for the complete webs of some first nymphs, at least a 

partially completed retreat is constructed before the potential web 
site ia fully investigated by the spider prior to web building.

TILQUIK (1942) suggested that thigtao taxis, geo taxis and photo taxis 
are important factors in retreat site selection in x-notata. Both 
species tend to be positively thigmotactic and negatively geotactic 
as demonstrated by their locoactory behaviour when placed in large 
containers, for example. They come to rest in positions where later 

they may well build tlieir retreats. The following experiment demon
strates such retreat positions.
Material and Method

Groups of ten adult female spiders were placed in non-illuminated 
glass tanks measuring 35 x 22 % 22cm. deep with sealed plain glass lids. 
The retreat positions were noted the following day.
Results

Ihe retreat positions are given in Table 6.

Table 6. Position of adult female retreats in glass tanks

Bpeoies Total
retreats

^ retreats In 
angles between 
walls and lid.

^ retreats in 
angles between walls ^  retreats 

elsewhereabove i way below ^ way
x-notata 60 71.7 20.0 0.3 -
atrica 60 81.7 13,3 5.0 -
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92^ x-notata and 95^ atrica treats were located in the angles 

between the walls in the top halves of the containers or between the 
walla and lids.

The response to light was more variable and will be discussed 
elsewhere, although the tendency, especially in older spiders, %ms to 
settle in less well^llluminated positions.

Building the Retreat

The retreat itself is an open, silken tube of diameter somewhat 
greater than the spider abdomen and of length about twice that of the 

whole animal. It is expanded at both ends but more so at the entrance 

where the signal thread is attached. (V/hen occupying the retreat, the 

spider faces this entrance with a first tarsus normally resting on the 
signal thread). In building the retreat, the spider lays down a nunv- 
ber of longitudinal and diagonal threads attached to the structure to 

which the retreat will be firmly anchored. Towards the centre of this 

elongated three-dimensional framework, it builds the tubular wall of 

the retreat from inside by attaching silk to the frame threads in 
turn as it rotates, dabbing each thread with its spinners. This oper
ation is interrupted from time to time by the laying down of addition

al frame threads. The retreat is often added to later. Typically, 

more silk is used by x-notata and therefore the wall is more dense 
and opaque. The structure on which the retreat is built must provide 

attachment points for the frame and anchor threads and yet allow 

access to the retreat from both end*. Retreats may be built on suit

ably wide concave surfaces but not on isolated flat or convex ones. 
These factors alone reetriot the number of potential retreat sites. 
Larger spiders build larger retreats, and therefore a site suitable 

for a small spider may be unsuitable for a large one and vice versa.
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One important factor in the time taken to build a retreat (or web) 

ia temperature. An x-notita retreat completed in 15 minutes at 25°G. 
may take over twice as long at 15°C.

WEB-BUILDING

Initial Stages in Construction 
"Diere is some indication from the literature (for example,

LB GDWLTB, 1966b) that x-notata on a two-dimensional frame begins 

construction of a completely new web from its retreat site. However, 

it was decided to follow the early stages of web-building in both 

species on potentially three-dimensional frameworks, as theeo are more 
typical of the natural situation in the field. Fbr convenience, and 

to prevent spider escape, the structure used was in fact the walls, 

top and base of the glass tanks mentioned earlier. After allowing 

ten mature female field spiders of each species to occupy separate 
tanks and build retreats and webs, the webs were destroyed. Winged 
Drosophila were introduced into each tank and this frequently induced 

at least some of the spiders to commence web-building within the hour. 

Destroying the now webs after a few threads were laid down often res
ulted in the spiders commencing construction once again after an int

erval of a few minutes. Hence the opportunity to study the early 
behaviour in web-building vas increased.

Although there was a basic pattern of building behaviour common 

to both species, no two webs ware built in exactly the same way.
During or following the construction of the retreat, or just prior to 

web-building, the spider may move up to several centimetres from its 
retreat along a supporting structure, lay down a thread and return. 
More than one thread may be placed in this way eminating from around 

the retreat entrance. In some oases no such threads are constructed.
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Although this beVaaviour could bo to anchor the retreat entrance more 

firmly, it may be more of a preliminary exploration of the potential 
web site. The thireads also provide * footholds’ when web-building 

proper oonunenoes, and other threads produced during earlier wanderings 

loay be utilised for tiiis purpose. WITT et al (l96fi) describe explor

atory behaviour prior to web-building in Araneua diademtus. although 
BfîDSRS (1972) found none in Argiope aurantia.

Some field webs suggest web construct! n proper may involve the 

initial building of the classical orb-weavor’s bridge thread, from 

which the web is partly suspended. This was not found to be so for 

the webs constructed in the glass tanks, and it is on these webs that 
ttie description of web-building is based. % e  first real move hy 
Zyaiella is to attach a thread to the retreat entrance and then to 

construct on the frame available a *Y* structure of threads (initial 

fork). 1%e arm connected to the retreat forme the future signal 

thread and the other two, the primairy web radii. The three arras meet 

at the future web hub. % e  *Y* structure is constructed whether the 
retreat lies in the plane of the futur? web or not (see Figs. 7a#b,o).

In all three examples, the attachment at 5 (future hub) is nearer to

1 (the retreat) than 2, and this places a restriction on the length of 

the future signal thread. When the retreat is roughly In the plane of 

the web, the hub is displaced towards the retreat. The hub beoomee

wore central as the angle between the signal thread and the web in

creases. However, the relative lengtti of the signal thread etill holds 

good and no ejaall-fraiaed webs with long signal threads were observed.
In Fig. 7at the spider after attaching a tiuread to the retreat 

moves to position 2, holding the thread away from the container top 
with a hind tarsus. After attaching the thread, it moves back along 
it to position 5, a point nearer to 1 than to 2. The portion of the 

thread from 2 to 5 appears to be reinforced and not replaced during
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Fig. 7* Examples of early moves observed in web-construction

Retreat in the plane of the future web —  lateral view

(a)

(b) R A

Retreat behind the future web —  lateral view

(c)
R R

Order of attachment 
of threads

R Retreat 
3 Future hub

1-3 Future signal thread

2-3,3-4- Primary radii
  Boundary of future

viscid zone
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this process. The spider then drops under gravity, controlling its 
fall by gripping the thread produced with a hind tarsus, and attaches 

it to the container base under tension at position 4 so that the *T* 

structure ia pulled into a *Y* structure as indicated* In Pig. 7b, 

the spider attaches a thread at position 2 after walking down the 

container side and along the base* It climbs along this taut thread 

to position 3 and then on past 1 to position 4 by climbing the con

tainer aide* Again a *Y* structure is produced. In llg. 7o, the 
spider produces a roughly horizontal *Y’ structure, using the contain
er walls and its own threads to crawl along.

After attaching at position 4* the spider appears to have various 

options. In Fig. 7a, for example, it may attach a thread at 5» hold 

it clear as it proceeds to 6 via 3» pulling this t̂ iread taut as it 
attaches at 6 to form a primary frame tliread* No frame thread is 

attached to the future signal thread, althoughi it may be to threads 

near the retreat entrance* Another possibility is for the spider to 

move to 5» attach a thread and moving along any arm of the *Y* and 

out onto the container, produce another radius. These are two of many 

early moves noted in the oonstruotion of the radii and frame threads.

Later Stages in Construction
Various authors have described subsequent moves in web construc

tion in x-notata (WIKHLE, 1927; MYBR, 1952; WITT. 1956; LS GU8LT&, 
1966b) and in other orb-weavers (HEKÎSTON, 1920; P E T œ ,  19)7; KOENIG, 

1951; SAVORY, 1952; JACOBI-KiraAK, 195); WITT et al, 1968; DUGDALB, 
1969; EBSRHAHD, 1972 and others); therefore it will be only briefly 
described,based on observations* The construction of the frame and 
radii arc part of the same phase of building, but the frame is com

pleted before all the radii have been laid down. The outer primary 

frame may be anything from triangular to polygonal in shape and
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secondary frame threads commonly brace the more acute angles between 
the primary ones. The radii, which extend from the hub to the inner- 

moat frame threads, tend to be laid down successively in opposite 
halves of the web. *Rie spider uses an existing radius as a path from 
the hub to the frame and either replaces or strengthens the new radius 

on the return to the hub. During and at the end of this phase, the 
hub is enlarged by the spider connecting the radii with threads, 

partly in the form of a tight spiral. The spider now builds the 

widely spaced non-viacid temporary spiral moving outwards from the hub 
towards the periphery.

If the signal thread is in or near the plane of the web, the 

spider usually doubles back after attaching the thread to the radius 

next to the signal thread, or very occasionally to the signal thread 

itself. In any case, such pendulum movements may be necessary near 
the periphery in the region usually below the hub or at least opposite 

to the retreat when the hub is very eccentrically placed. If while 

building the temporary spiral two radii are found to be too far apart 

for the spider to bridge the apace, it may «top and quickly lay down 

a new tertiary radius from that point, giving the appearance of a 
forked radius, then go on to finish the spiral, which terminates be
fore the frame ia reached. The temporary spiral acts as a bridge 
between radii during viscid spiral construction and alao holds the 

radii in place (SBSEHAKD, 1972). It is destroyed as the viscid spiral 
is built. After a short rest, the spider commences to lay down the 

viscid spiral moving inwards from near the periphery to the hub. H ore  

spiral are laid down in the commonly larger, lower part of the web.
The spider doubles back on itself many times, in each case just before 
reaching the frame, althou^jh spirals are sometimes attached to the 
frame itself. When the spider touches the signal thread with a front 

tarsus, it usually attaches the spiral in two places to the radius
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Fig. g. Different stages in web-construction

(a) Construction 
of frame 

and radii

(b) Completion 
of temporary 

spiral

(c) Completion 
of web
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next to the signal thread, then doubles back to do the same on the 
other side, and so on, leaving a free sector with the signal thread ' 

running up the centre* In younger spiders, the signal thread may be 

treated to a varying extent as a normal radius and, viscid spirals 

attached to it. When the spider finally reaches the vicinity of the 

hub, it abruptly moves across the strengthening gone onto the hub and 

the viscid thread is anchored there. On moving from the hub to the 

retreat via the signal thread, any spirals which have been attached 

to the signal thread are severed. If the signal thread is at a large 

angle to the web, the spider does not come into contact with it 

during viscid spiral construction and a complete web results. Thus, 

the presence of a free sector depends on the angle of the signal 

thread to the plane of the web.

' BSHLAND’a (1927) description of the way x-notata constructs the 
free sector by building at least some spirals across it during web 
construction and then later severing them is too generalised. Typic

ally, in older spiders, when the signal thread is roughly in the plane 

of the web, no viscid spirals cross the free sector at any stage.
For different stages in web-oonatruction, see Fig. 8a, b and o.

Construction of a New Web in an Old Frame 
In the field, both species commonly, although not invariably, 

build new webs each day before dawn (MARJPl^ and MiRPLSS, 1971) •

First nymphs build at any time. Spiders, in destroying the old web, 
often leave the frame threads and attach the new radii to them (ftoCOOK, 

1861, for example). 2vfd.ella also leaves the signal t̂ iread. Working 

outwards from the hub, a number of radii and linking spirals are 
severed, gathered in by the front logs as the spider moves outwards 
and rolled into a ball by the palps. In most laboratory Araneuw 

diadematua the ball is consumed (mE&D et al, 19&4), but is often
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diaoarded by field %j(iella. possibly due to a covering of dust. As 

a group of sectors is removed, a new radius is laid down, rougtily 

bisecting the space. The spider moves back to the hub from where it 

cooBaenoes to remove another group of sectors immediately, or after a 

time interval. Clearing the old web may take from several minutes to 
several hours. Construction of the new web may follow clearance 
immediately or later.

Influence of Incident Light during Web-Building 

Early in web-building, at the initial fork stage or soon after

wards, the approximate position and inclination of the future web and 
its relationship to the retreat can be recognised. The shape and 

form of the structure on which the web is built is a major but not 

sole factor in determining those characters. The restriction on the 
length of the signal thrmmd in relation to other linear web dimensions 
has been referred to, and the importance of gravity indirectly demon
strated. The direction of incident light was also found to influence 

the direction chosen for the plane of the web, as the following exper

iment demonstrates.

Material and Method
Ten adult female spiders of each species were placed in two 

35 X 22 X 22cm. glass tanks covered with black cloth,except for the 
face lying parallel to a window four metres distant. Each day, the 

covers were removed and the webs noted as to whether they were more 

or less than 45® to the incident light* The webs but not the retreats 
were destroyed, the tanks turned tl'jrou^ 90® and the covers replaced. 

{Results
The results are presented in Table ?• %" testa show that for 

both species, the plane of the web was significantly nearer 90® to 

the incident light than parallel to it ( P <  0.001 in both oasee).
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This is in agressent with TIL^UIN (1942) for orb-web spiders in gen

eral but at apparent variance with GATOY'e (1952) description of 
orb-web building in the laboratory*

Table 7* Position of webs in relation to incident light

Total
webs

yc webs
Species 0® - 45® 

to incident li^st
46° - 90° 

to incident light
x-notata 62 22.6 77.4
atrica 52 25.0 75.0

FIELD WSBS

An investigation was carried out in 1972/3 on a large number of 

webs from single-species populations in different habitats* It was 

hoped that the information gained from retreat and web positions and 
web sizes might relate to ecological differences between the species. 

A study was made of the number of web radii because of the wide range 
of values quoted by various authors yet the implication by some that 

the radii may be used to separate the species. Bata was obtained at 

the web-sites and from photographs of webs printed to aoale.

Web Riotography
Photographs were taken of a selection of webs in different hab

itats, to give a hundred usable prints for each spider stage. However, 
it was impossible to make a completely random choice due to web damage 

and position, and the diffioulty in obtaining clear fdiotographs when 
no dark background could be placed behind the web. The camera used 

was a Praktioa IV reflex type with a Tessar 2.8/50 lens, and 35mm. 

Ilford FP4 film. The shutter speed was l/lOOth. sec. Flashlight was
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not used; a light meter was found unneoessazy. I^ior to photOf;T@^lng 
a web, taloum powder was puffed onto it. A baolcground of plain black 

oloth pinned to a board, or ocoasionally plain blaok card, was hold 
behind the web where possible. A plumb line of adjustable length and 

position waa suspended from the top edge of the slightly tilted board 

to indicate the vertical on the photograph* A known focusing distance 

was pre-set on the camera. This waa dependent on the size of the web, 

but 0*4 metres was commonly used because the backcloth could easily 

be held behind the web with one hand while operating the camera with 

the other. In addition, all but the larger webs could be photographed 
at this distance, and the depth of focus was very small. Because of 

the structural nature of the web, accurate focusing oould be achieved 
by oaroful movement of the camera. The web waa x^otographed at ri^t 

angles to the web plane. A convenient large linear dimension %ms 

measured on the web to the nearest millimetre as a future oheck on 

web size.
The webs were printed to scale, the majority to actual size. ()n

the prints, angles were measured to 1® , linear dimensions to 1mm.,
2and using an 'Allbrit* planimeter, areas to O.lom •

Poeition of Webs and Retreats.

Hsi#t of the Web above the Ground 

The types of habitat in which the two species are found (see 
CHAPTER III) give an indication of the r̂ Angt of heights of their webs 

above the ground. However, (1942) did suggest that %-notgAa

webs are not built below 60cm. Whether the heigiit increases with 
instar in &vaiella as it does in Aggiope aurantia (ffitbsas, 1972) la 
not clear, but TURNBBLL (i960) noted in a stand of oak immature atrioa 

in the field h»yer only, whereas adults were also in the lower canopy.
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Web height in both specie* was investigated further.
Material and Kethod

In various habitats throughout the season note was made of the 
general positions of webs, and where appropriate, vertical heights of 
web hubs above the ground were measured with a marked plumb-line, 

pole etc. Special attention was paid to adjacent and mixed populations 
of the two species.

Heeulta
In situations wharo both species were found, no signifioant dif

ferences in web height were noted either between the species or during 

development. However, the geometry and rigidity of the supporting 

structures and the siae of spaces available for web-building were 

important factors in web site selection. On vegetation, these often 
changed tlirough the season due to normal plant growth. Oooasional 

weba were found within 20cm. of the ground, but no anchor threads were 

attached directly to it. Weba on shrubs and garden hedges up to two 

metres high were mainly located on the upper two-thirds, eg. 96^ on a 

1.0 metre higli Taxus baooata hedge in June, 1972. Those on man-made 
structures were often suspended from horizontal supporte such as the 

tops of window and door framoe, shed eaves and ledges, thus their 

heights above the ground were determined. Vftiether webs are built at 

the tope of tall trees is not known but x-notata weba were commonly 
found on tall buildings. On isolated structures such as sheds and 
shrubs, there was no evidence to suggest that specific aspects were 

particularly favoured by either speoias.

Inclination of the Web to the Vertical 
Althouj^ BHISTOWE (1941) states that Zyglollft webs are vertical 

or only very slightly inclined, and x-notata consistently builds weba 

on vertical frames in the laboratory (see works of PffPKRS, WITT and
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ÎM GDSWPE, for example), a few almost horizontal webs were observed 

in the field. It was decided to investigate further web inclination 
for both species in natural habitats.
Material and Method

From assorted habitats, 100 webs were randomly selected for each 
devolopmental stage. Using a clinometer (CI0TOIJSf-Tf!(W3ON, 196?), 

the angle of the web to the vertical was measured to the nearest

degree. For the rather cone-like weba where the retreat was wall
o

away from the web plane, the latter waa taken as the line joining the 

upper and lower frame threads.

Results

As Fig. 9 shows, over 609̂  x-notata and 73SK atrica webs were

within 10® of the vertical, and and 89^ respectively within 20®.
{

Reference has previously been made to the influence of gravity during 

web oonetruotion, and this was reflected in small inclinations of the
Ifinished weba. Ihe more nearly horizontal webs seemed to be built 

where there was no support conveniently below the retreat or hub area, 

but where the spider oould reach satisfactory attachment points with-
rr

out dropping down on_a thread,

x-no-.ata .x
Position of the Retreat in Relation to the

n  Web Hub
5 I

Retreats of x-notata (TIWUB, 1942; SAVOHT, 1952; LS GU2LT%, 

1969; MARPLSS and HARPLKS, 1971) and atrica (MbCOOK, 1889; SAVORY,
- i

1952; maPLEB and HARPL’B, 1971) are usually found above the hub.

’Glia must be one of many factors reducing the number of possible web

sites and oven habitats. It was therefore decided to study retreat 
(  ̂• 

positions for both species.
x4atarial and Method

Using photographs, the angle of the signal thread to vertloally
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Fig. 9. Inclination of webs to the vertical 

(spiders at all stages of development)
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upward», a» seon tro m  in front of the web, waa aeaeured on nuaeroua 

weba built by opidera of all egea* Tlie angle# were plaoed in group 

intervals of 10 and the frequenoiea oompared for the two apeclee. 
Reoulte

Thm results, presented in histogram form (Fig* 10) were very 
similitr* 24^6^ x-notata and 21*5^ atrioa signal threads were within 
10^ of the vertical* fhere were progressively fewer weba as the 
signal thread angle increased tlirough to 90®. 95-4^ x-notata and

97*1^ atrioa retreats were above the hub. % e  separate results for 

the two epeoiee are in close agreement with the combined results of

and (1971)* Different retreat positions are shown
in Pig. 11. That the hub is usually found below the retreat ie part

ly explained by the geonegative behaviour of the spider wtien aeleoting

a retreat site, and by the utilisation of gravity during the early
oonetruction of the web seaffolding.

Relationship between the Position of the Estreat 
and the Presence of a Free Sector

Harly workers, BZACKWAbt (IS64} for example, noted that the 
retreat and signal tî tread were not always in the plane of the web.

That some relationship exists between the presence or absence of a 
free sector and the angle of the signal tliread to the web hae been 

rcoognieod by mn y  authors including BRISTOWR (1941), SAVtJHY (1952) 
and RAEPLES and (1971). Weba without a free sector are built

by x-notata when tlie angle is greater than 40^ (WimiB, 1927 and 1931) 
and by atrioa when about 90® (NIÜl̂ HSSF, 1932) # Observation showed 
that ae the signal tliread anvils Increased, viscid spirals were pro

gressively built aoroas the sector from t̂ ie outer boundary of the 

viscid zone inwards* The spider doubled back if and when the signal 
thread was encountered. Thus webs could be classed as having a
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Pig. 11. Different retreat positions in relation to the hub

(a) Retreat 
above 
the hub

(b) Retreat 
level 
with 
the hub

(c) Retreat 
below 
the hub

m

m
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Pig. 12. Examples of webs with a complete, incomplete or

no free sector

(a) Complete free sector (b) No free sector

I
I

(c) Incomplete free sector
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complete, incomplete or no free sector (see Fig. 12a, b, o).
Material and Method

Numerous webs of both species at all developmental stages were 
selected from different habitats. A half-moon protractor, with the 

0® - 180® line forming its base,waa used to measure to the nearest 

degree the smallest angle of the signal thread to the web. The webs 
were classified as above.
Results

Ttxe results are presented in histogram form in Pig. 1). They 
show that there was no abrupt change from one web type to another as 

the angle of the signal thread increased, but each type could be 

associated with a particular range of angles. FOr x-notata and 

atrica respectively, these were from 0® to 19® and 0® to 14® for free 

sector webs; 20® to 39® for incomplete free sector webs; and 45® to 

90® and 40® to 90® for no free sector webs. The results as a whole 

were similar for the two species.

For each species, combined results (not presented here) for the 

first three developmental stages compared favourably with those for 

older spiders, and this suggests that the relationship between the 

web type and the signal thread angle varies little as the spider 

develops.

Occurrence of Free Sector Webs 
in Different Habitats

In the literature, webs tend to be classed as either having or 

not having a free sector. SAVORf (1952) observed that in August on 
ornamental shrubs a small proportion had no free sector. Such webs 
on gorse and cupressus hedges beoome more oommon through the autumn, 

the spiders probably moving further into the foliage to avoid cold 

weather (MISTOWS, 1941). KARPLBS and MARFL*?S (1971) noted a greater
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Fig. 13. The relationship between the form of the free sector and the 
angle of the signal thread to the plane of the web
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prOjiortion of complete weba ou holly than on eoft-leaved shruba, 

while thoae on building» were eimodt invariably aeotorial. All 
linked the web type with retreat position.

Observation indicated that the proportion of free sector weba 
changed bath with habitat type and developiental stage, and this was 
investigated furthar# 

r^terial and fethtod

Six well-populated sites, four x-notata anti two atrioa. were
I

ol&asified as to habitat ty p e (see liesults). Â hundred webs were 

selected at random for each type and spider develoj;mental stage, and 

the percentage noted which possessed a e mplete free sector. Sarly 

first nymiûi webs without retreats and si^al threads were not included. 
àeaultü

The results show (Fig. 14) that as the season progressed and the 
spiders developed, the percentage of free sector webs deoreaaed to 

varying degrees on different vegetation. %)ls Indicates that the 

angle of the situai thread to the web increased progressively during 
this time. On the almost two-dimensional railings, this was impos

sible and the webs reoained sectorial. Sover^il factors seemed to 

influence the siting of the web and retreat, and some have been men

tioned previously* As th e spiders grew, they built larger webs and 
therefore needed more spaoe in which to do so. âetreats increased 

in sise and reguir<)d morv) substantial supports for attachment. Rigid

ity of support® was important too. On the siow-^^rowing, dense Taxus 
baooata hedge, sta,(e one retreats were typically built between leaves 

growing on the small terminal shoots, with the weba constructed 
below, many at rî #it angles to the hedge. Most were sectorial. HSvîge 

growth seemed not to keep pace with spider growth, the spiders moving 

further into the foliage to build their larger retreats where the 

twigs forked. licet of ttie webs wore built parallel to the hedge.
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Fig. 14* Percentage webs with a completely free sector at different 
developmental stages and on different types of support

100 xl

80

x2

al
a2with a

free
sector

631 2 4 5
Developmental stage ,

Species Code Type of support
xl Iron railings

x-notata x2 Crataegus monogyna, clipped in October
x3 Crataegus monogyna, clipped three times a year
x4 TaXU3 baccata, clipped in October

atrica al
a2

Ulex europaeus
Crataegus monogyna, clipped in October

n = 100 for each reading
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the anchor threads being attached to the terminal ahoota. Ulex 

europaeus tended to be lees dense, more rigid and to grow soraawhat 

more quickly. Crataegus monogyna grew very quickly, the density and 

rigidity of the twigs being dependent on how regularly the hedge was 

clipped. Retreats were often built on the leaves of this plant. As 

with T» baooat^ aujd U. eurouaeua it was possible to link the web and 

retreat positions with the physical charaoteristios of the vegetation.

Charnues in Web fiize and Radius Rumbera 
during Development.

Web Sia©

In general, as spiders grow they build larger webs (WIMBLi, 1927*

m m i a ,  193U  m t m , 1952; 19551 wi?? and m m ,  i960? m

GUSIOT, 1964a). A web site must provide suitable scaffolding for web 

attachment. By measuring the size of weba built in different habitat 

structures as the apidera develop, a rough estimate of the minimum 

size of the e^oes required for web oonetruotion can be made. (Actual 

•paoes may be larger because of the varying lengt^w of anchor threads), 

Beoause no two webs were the same shape, the area Inside the primary 

frame threads was taken as a measure of web size (see W ig * 1$). fhe 

viscid zone is the functional, proy-catotiing part of the web. Its 

aise appears to be related to web size. (W photographs of talc- 

covered webs, it shows up especially clearly. Therefore the relation

ship between the area inside the outer viscid spiral and that inside 

%ie primary frame threads was investigated as a possible tool for 

assessing web size.

! laterlal and method

From the web i^iotographs mentioned earlier, thirty, showing all 

frame threads clearly, were selected for eaoh developmental stage.
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Fig. 15. Area boundaries in a typical web
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9 Anchor thread attachment
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areas inside the primary frame and outer viaoid epirrtl (Fl^. 15) 

wera measured with a planimeter and the results used to oaloulat© a 

factor for the relationship of frame area to outer viscid spiral 

area. ’Iho outer vieoid spiral area was measured on a further seventy 

woba at ozach stage, and using the multiplication factors from above, 

the approximate mean frame area# for one hundred webs per stage were 

calculated.

Results

)Wan values and standard deviations for outer viscid spiral and 

frame areas for thirty webs per stag* are presented in 3abl@ 8. *%e

differences in multiplication factors derived from the mean» must in 

part be due to the relatively small number of webs for each stage. 

Using these factors, mean frame areas for one hundred webs per sts^e 

were calculated (Table 9 ) - webs were built by numerous spiders

in several habitats under field conditions. Therefore, only general 

commenta are made on the results, hn both si>ecies, mean web size 

increased throughout growth, adult webs being roughly seven to eight 

times larger than stage one webs# The pattern of increase was basic

ally similar in the two species. Within each stage, the web sizes 

were very variable and as webs commonly had one or more long anchor 

threads, site dimensions were even more variable# Kever-the-less, 

results show that larger spiders build larger webs and sufficiently 

large spaces are required in wtiich to do so. A habitat must provide 

at least minimum-sized spaoce for all spider stages if the spiders 

are to complete their life cycles within it.

Ro measure has yet been developed to characterize the irregular 

shape of a web (WITT et al, 196ü). However, one may compare the 

dimensions of the space filled by the web with those of the sides of 

a rectangle of minimum width into which the web can be placed. For
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both apaoiaa, the dimanaiona ware minly in the ratio of from 111 to 

2,1 with the larger dimension tending towards the vertical.

Table 6. Outer visoid spiral anû frame areas of field webs built 
by spiders at all stages of development.

Species Spider
stage

N o. of 
webs

a
Area inside 
outer visoidp 
spiral in oa.'

b
Area inside 

framsg 
in om.

Multiplication
factor
b/a

X 3 »d. X s.d.
1 50 17.1 6.8 25.6 11.2 1.59
2 30 52.5 13.9 45.0 17.9 1.58
5 50 44.8 18.1 62.5 18.8 1.40V» 4 50 75.2 27.8 97.9 55.6 1.30
5 50 97.9 54.8 128.8 45.5 1.52
6 50 126.6 52.5 181.4 66.7 1.41
1 50 22.5 8.2 28.4 10.0 1.26
2 50 58.7 12.1 52.1 14.5 1.55
5 50 51.0 16.2 66.3 17.2 1.54» vX AUlf 4 50 72.7 27.1 95.4 52.1 1.51
5 50 117.6 54.8 151.1 45.4 1.28
6 50 125.4 49.5 165.7 52.2 1.55

Table 9» T m m  areas, derived from outer viscid spiral areas, of webs 
built by spider® at all stages of development.

Spocioa Spider
stage

Ho. of 
webs

0
Area inside 
outer viscid^ 
spiral in cm.

d
Multiplication

factor
Area inside 

framog 
in cm.
G X dX 8.a.

xr^otHta

1
2
5
4
5
6

100
100
100
100
100
100

16.6
51.8
46.4
80.6

100.2
158.5

7.0
15.8
18.3
30.0
39.6
57.1

1.39 
1.58
1.40
1.50
1.32
1.41

23.1
45.9
65.0

104.8
152.5
195.5

1 100 20.6 8.0 1.26 26.0
2 100 57.0 14.0 1.35 50.0

A n a 5 100 54.3 16.2 1.54 72.6C» Vwt, ̂ wet 4 100 76.7 26.4 1.51 100.5
5 100 129.8 56.2 1.26 166.1
6 100 154.2 52.6 1.55 178.5
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Number of Badii

Adult atrioa webs are said to contain more radii than x-not^ta 

(miS'mWE, 1941; KA3T0», 1948). ïtor ütrioa. tha number ia uauall, 

over 40 (BRI3TOUÏ;, 1941). «IsmK (1929. 19)1) noted )6-54 (mean - 46. 
n " 10) in mid-July and ))-)? at the and of iuguet. Figures for 

%-ootata are more vjriablo. Ihey include 14-34 but usually 25-30 

(WIBHLS, 1927, 19)1); 20-41 1942); 21-31 (mean - 25)(KOBHIC,
1951); 20-60 (mean - 42.5, n - 104)(wm', 1955) and 21-56 (mean - )6,

0 - 4)0) for all stages except adults (LB CHÎKLTK, I964). Such varia- 

tion called for further study*

Material and Method

From various habitats, a total of two hundred web* for each 

spider stage were selected at random, and the radii counted. 

signal thread was not included. Tertiary radii were included if at 

least four visoid spirals were attached to them.

Results

The mean number of rudii did not remain constant throughout 

development (see Table 10)

Table lu. Radius numbers of field webe throughout 
spider development.

Species Spider
starve

Ho. of 
webs

Ho. of radii
Range Mean S.d.

%-notsta

1
2
3
4
5
6

200
200
200
200
200
200

14-38
15-51
16-44 
19-50 
15-50 
11-41

27.1
29.1
52.8
32.9
30.9
30.2

4.9
6.0
5.5
6.4
5.5 
5.1

1 200 20-46 33.7 4-7
2 200 21-55 37.7 5.9

. . 3 200 25-58 43.1 5.9
4 200 23-58 39.2 5.9
5 200 23-53 35.6 5.3
6 200 19-45 31.8 5.4
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For x-notata. the mean Inoreased from 27.1 In stage on© to 32*9

In stage four, then decreased to 30.2 in stage six. For atrioa. the

increase was greater, from 35*7 to 43*1 with the peak at stage three, 

and then an even larger decrease to 31.8 In stags six. In spite of 

the large range for each stage, **t” tests show that atrica webs have 

significantly more radii then x-notata webs at equivalent stages 

(P <10.001 for stages on© to five, and <0.01 for stage six.) Mean 

values for laboratory x-i^otata webs are given by Dg GOHLTS (1966b). 

Allowing that the developmental stage was accurately known and that 

the females matured at stags five, the above results oompzire quite 

favourably with them. The atrica mean values help to confirm those 

of WWCLK (1929) ^ose mid-July figures were probably for stage three 

or four spiders. Those at tiie end of August were for adult females.

That radius numbers decrease in later st-age webs may be explained 

by a change in tJi© body weight to leg length relationship, althou^i 

this was not examined. WITT and BAUM (i960) demonstrated this in

Araneue diadsfitatus and M  (1966b) found that the number of

radii decreased before and increased after egg-laying in adult 

x-notstta.

Radius numbers alone are of little value in identifying the stage 

or species of single individuals. However, they could be useful when 

natural groups of spiders are considered, for mixed populations are 

uncommon and neighbouring spiders tend to be at about the same stage 

of development.

Effect of Web 8ize on the Humber of Radii

Several factors are known to affect radius numbers. They include 

spider age (Wims, 1927; KOENIO, 1951; w m  and B&UM, I960), body 

weight (MiTat, 1952; CSiffilaTIftSSKS et al, 1962; W  OOELTB, 1966b) and 

leg number (PBWiB, 19)6; I£ G U S m ,  196); KBBS et al, 1965). Web size
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is an additional factor. In several species, including x-notata 

(MATlt3, 1952; hl5 GUiSLT:, 1966b), large adult webs have been shown to 

contain more radii than smell ones. This effect of web size on radius 

numbers was investigated for early and late developmental stages in 

both species,

Material and Method

The outer visoid spiral areas of numerous stage two and five waba 

were converted into approximate outer frame areas as described earlier. 

For each stage, the areas were placed in arbitrary groups of increasing 

area value, and the mean number of radii calculated for each group. 
Results

These are presented in Table 11.

Table 11. Variation in the number of radii with web size for two
developmental stages

Spider
stage

Outer framOg 
area in om.

x-notata atrica

Ho. of 
webs

Mean
radii

No. of 
webs

Mean
rzidii

20 - 40 45 30.8 28 33.0
2 40 - 60 34 33*9 42 56.5

6 0 - 8 0 13 36.5 13 39.7

4 0 - 8 0 10 27.3 » -

8 0 - 1 2 0 26 29.7 9 31.8

5 120 - 160 19 32.3 25 34*4
160 - 200 17 35.5 26 37.6
200 - 240 11 35.2 21 39.8

For both speoies and stages, the mean number of radii, with one minor 

exception, increased with web size. This may help to explain the 

large variation in radius numbers in laboratory and field observations 

quoted by different awtiJtors. MAYBH (195?) and LK GOSLTE (1964a) have
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shown that longer radii have smaller angles between them, hence larger 

webs have more radii. The relationship ia not constant throughout 

development or there would be rm inoreass in the mean number of radii 

from stage one to adulthood# % a t  there is a decrease in the later 

developmental otages has been demonstrated earlier#
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CH/irTRR V 
mviamMENTAL factohs -

Microollaate has been shown to influence the siting of spider 

webs (eee IKTROIKïCTlON)# This m y  be reflected in different environ

mental factor preferences and tolerances, which can be tasted in the 

laboratory. It ia with preferences timt this section is concerned* 

Humidity (SATOHT, 19)0; 1957; u o a a s p m  and

JATÜftS, 1959; CaœSKÏÎtr, 19645 laoisas, 1972). tsaperatur* (R^KAmo,

1951» G i m m L m r - m m a o R ,  19575 Ammis?, 1971) and light (Guxjostiar-

TBWireOH, 1957; CHSSBSra, 1964; m m s ,  1972) praf*r«noe8 have been 

demonstrated in gradient and/or eholoe chamber expérimenta for variou* 

web and non-web spiders*

KtïMXBm

Humidity is important in that it interacts with temperature to 

influence evaporative water loss (CHBW, 1961), fhm only comparative 

work on humidity preferences In the two 2ygiella species is that of 

SAVÜSY (1930). Using simple humidity gradient apparatus, SAVORY found 

that at ordinary temperatures, atrica preferred hl#i relative humid

ities and was positively hygrotropio (-tactic), while x-notntzj. showed 

the opposite preference and was negatively hygrotropio (-tactic).

(Of intereat, j<̂ -notata reversed its choice below $^C)* It was sugges

ted that this explains why atrica ^'almost invariably" spins webs on 

shrub» and bushes where humidity is higher than on walls, sheds and 

houses, the usual sites for x-not&ta webs. Habitat choice differences 

are not so clear-cut as this, and therefore humidity preferences have
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been re-examine! in gradient and ohoioe chamber expérimenta. Adult 

females were used because of their length of life and ease of ident

ification from field collections.

Humidity Gradient Experiments

Material and McUiod

The apparatus consisted of a glass tube 460m. long and 2.5cm. in 

diameter which could be closed at both ends by rubber bungs. To give 

a theoretical humidity gradient from approximately 100^ B.H. to Of 

distilled water in a email container with a filter paper wick 

was placed at one end and granular calcium chloride at the other.

They were separated from the remainder of the tube by two vertical 

partitions of nylon gauze, stretched across tightly fitting polythene 

ringB, leaving a 36cm* long chamber in which the spiders could move 

freely. Hie spiders were introduced into the middle of the chamber 

via a lor:, diameter hole normally closed with a rubber Wng. Bie 

adult females used had been collected from outside, kept under labor

atory conditions for at least tliree days prior to the experiment and 

liberally fed on Urosouhila during this period. The apparatus was 

set up in darkness at constant temperature and left for three hours 

for the humidity gradient to be established, five spiders of one or 

other species were introduced into the apparatus, left overnight and 

their positions noted after eighteen hours. Hie spiders were removed, 

the tube cleared of threads antil tJrie experiment repeated using fresh 

animals. In all, 30 animals of each species were tested at gO^G. and 

5*C. The humidities were checked using a "Model 91 f.8.1." dew point

hygrometer. All readings were above 93>̂  B.H. at the moist end, below 

13^ &.H. at the dry end and from 45# to 53# in tlie middle.

The spiders tended to ooma to rest at or near the ends of the
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apparatus, or in the middle 4 cms. because of the relative ease in 

attaching threads round the entrance. Therefore, their positions were 

oleesed only as "dry," "moist" or "middle." End and other effects 

whioh, if not recognised, may lead to incorrect interpretations of 

preference experiments are discussed by MGFADYSN (1965).

Table 12. Gross positions of adult females in humidity gradients 
(theoretically 0# - 100# R.H.) at 20®C. and 5®C.

Temperature Species No. of 
spiders

#  spiders in different 
gradient positions

ibey Middle Moist

20°C. x-notata 50 80.0 10,0 10.0
atrica 30 70.0 10.0 20.0

5°C. 30 66.6 13.4 20.0
atrica 30 66.6 16.7 16.7

Chi-squared tests on the results (%ble 12) indicate that x-notata 

and atrica at 20^G. and 5^C. both prefer the drier half of the humidity 

gradient ( P c 0.001 for x-notata at 20^0.; P C O , 01 for x-notata at 

5^0. and atrica at 20^0.and 5^G.) In control experiments without & 

gradient, spiders showed no significant preference for a particular 

half, althou^i end effects were apparent.

The results for x-notata at 20^C. agree with those of SAVORY (1930) 

but those for x-notata at 5®C. and atrica at 20^C, do not. This is not 

easy to explain, but differences in physiological states may be impor

tant here (AG8S1X, 1947)# In the above experiments, the spiders were 

in the gradient apparatus for a much longer time. % @ y  were prevented 

from reaching the water, as atrica especially will drink readily in 

the laboratory. They were tested in groups of five in order to stimu

late looomotory activity. Spiders avoid one another, therefore their
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grouping in the gi'adient epparatue is significant. Spiders left in 

the apparatus for a further twenty-four hours showed little ctmnge 

in behaviour. KKDilBS (1972) found that several other Argiopids in 

humidity gradients reversed their choice from dry to moist conditions 

after twenty-four hours.

Humidity Choice Chamber Experiments 

mtorial and MthM
Humidity preferences at 20°C. were examined Kwre closely using 

choice chambers (SUKN and KENNEDY, 1936). Each chamber consisted of 

a rectangular perspex box wit>i a tlf^tly fitting transpzirent lid.

Hie box was divided horisontally by a perforated zinc sheet on which 

the spiders could walk, and vertically by a central partition extending 

upwards from the base to the zinc floor and downwards from the lid to 

within O.Tom. of the floor, allowing free passage beneath it. Hie 

upper pîirtition was modified in shape to for® a wide-angled "T" in 

cross-section. Hiio dissuaded the naturally climbing spiders from 

coming to rest within lorn, of the mid-line. Each upper compartment 

measured 12.0 x  12.0 x 2.4Ga« Animals could be introduced into each 

compartment via sepamte holes in the lid, normally closed with stop

pers. Into the lower compartments were placed petri dishes containing 

granulated calcium chloride, distilled water or saturated salt solu

tions to control relative humidities in the oompartments above (see 

Table 13).

Adult females of both speolos were collected in quantity from 

outside. They were kept and liberally fed for a minimum of five days 

under normal laboratory conditions before being used in experiments.

In one series of experiments at 20^0., groups of ten spiders were given 

a choice between 100# H.H. and the other relative humidities mentioned 

in Table 13# In a second series, t>ie choice was between 0# R.H. and
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tho other huwiUltiea. In & third ooriea, following the results of the 

first two, prsferencos between different relative humlditioe near the 

drier end of the scale were investigated. In each case tlie choice 

chambers were set up for some hours before the spiders were placed in 

them. The positions were noted after sixteen hours in darkness. The 

intensity of reaction was calculated as the excess percentage of 

animals in the favoured «one (StOT and CC^WAT, 1938). Relative humid

ities were checked in each compartment 3cm. from the partition, using 

the *1.5.1." hygrometer. No value differed from the theoretical one 

by more than 4# And in most cases by no more than

Table 1). Production of relative humidities in the
laboratory

Compound Form
Theoreticzil # S.H.

at ao®c.

Distilled water Liquid 100
iCCl Saturated solution 85*
NaCl U *t 76*
ea(mp2.4MgO tf rt 56*
MgClg.gHyO w #;
LiOl.HgO «* « 13*
CaCl^ Granulated 0

* WDBTO» and BAflSS, I960.

All the saturated salt solutions are satisfactory for this 
purcoee 1948).

aeg.ulte

When given choices between 100# and lower relative Wmidltiee 

(fig. I6a), chi-equsred tests show that eignifioantly more spiders of 

both species chose the drier conditions (p<:0*0$). This was especial

ly marked where humidity differences were very large ( P C 0.001).
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Fig. 16. Humidity preferences of adult female spiders at 20°C.

(a) Choice between 100 fo R.H. and other R.H. values given in Table 1^, 
(n = 100 spiders for each reading)
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With choices between 0^ and higher relative humidities (Fig. I6b), 

more x-notata again chose the drier conditions, eignifioantly more 

when the alternative relative humidities were from 56/ (P < 0 * 05) to 

100^ (P <Û.00l). Unlike x-notata* atrica preferred the higher humid

ity (P < 0*05) when presented with a 0̂ > I H*H. choice* However, 

when given other humidity ohoioas below 57$̂  (%ble I4), apparent 

differences between the species, when tested using contingency tables, 

were not significant (P >  0.05).

Table 14. Preferences of adult female spiders when given the 
relative humidity alternatives IJ;̂  or 35'̂# and 33^ or 5&ÿ.

No. of spiders 
for each ohoioe

l^oess ^  spiders on the dry side

Bpeciee H.K. choice
13# : 33#

H.H. choice 
33:̂  : 36):

x-notata 150 8*0 13.3
atrica 150 ~9'3 8.0

ïïnder the experimental conditions, adult female spiders of both 

speoiee avoided very h i ^  humidities, and showed a preference for those 

in the lower half of the range. However, atrica avoided dry air if 

slightly molster air was available, fhe intensity of reaction towards 

dry air was typically greater in x-notata at all humidity choices. The 

results are in general agreement idth those of the gradient experiments<

Temperature is of paramount importance to enimls. 'fin e r9 are 

limits above and below whioh they cannot survive. Within those limits, 

in poikilotherms, there is a range of temperature where the speeds of 

many body prooesses vary direotly with body temperature, and this
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affeotB such activities aa growth and reproduction* Outside it, sub- 

lethal and letWl effects begin (m\BKKSL and OmW, I96I), The 

influence of temperature on evaporation rate has been mentioned* Lit- 

erature on the biological effects of temperature on terrestrial arthro

pod distribution is included in a review by CLOHOSUIf-THOMPSOH (1962). 

Many animals aggregate in regions of favourable temperature if given 

the opportunity (FHASNKi^ and GlîlïN, I96I). Temperature preference* at 

constant relative humidity were investlg^xted for first nymph spiders
! I

using a temperature gradient apparatus, ai^ for adult females using 

choice ohainbers.

4 .

ToB^raturo Gradient Experiments 

?ittterial and MeUtod

The apparatus was a slightly modified version of that used by 

WIGaiasWOam (1941). An inner xlnc trough 44.O x 1.9 x 3 .5 m .. deep 

was supported inside a larger one $0.0 z 4«0 % 4*0em. such that the 

tope were level; sand saturated with water was placed between them.

ITte inner one was divided into upper and lower ohambers by a horizon

tal perforated zino strip covered with fine nylon gauze* In the 

smaller lower chamber were placed several boats containing a saturated 

solution of %C1^«6H^0 to give a theoretical relative humidity of 

about 34^ throughout the temperature range 0*C. - 40^G. (Normally a 

humidity gradient is associated with a temperature gradient). The 

upper chamber in which the spiders were placed was roofed with micro

scope slides. One end of the apparatus was heated %rith a **Photax 

Biahwarmer, Model 2,** and the other cooled with melting ice placed 

between the troughs* By judicious placing of foam plastic insulation 

and a filter paper overflow to drain off excess water, it was possible 

to get a steady temperature fall from 40*0. to 4*C. along the appar

atus. As WlGGZi^^WOHTH found, the temperature Inside, and in the sand
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Fig. 17. Distribution of first nymph spiders in a 

temperature gradient
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Immediately outside the test chaaber were the same and thus the temper

ature in the chamber could be indirectly measured at any point along it* 

First nymph laboratory spiders were used for these experiments in 

sufficient numbers to give a clear indication of preference over the 

whole temperature range. After allowing the apparatus to oome to 

equilibrium, 20 spiders of one or other epecle* were scattered along 

the inner ehember, the apparatus was placed in the dark and a dim light 

used only when the ice was replenished or the spiders observed* The 

apparatus was gently tapped occasionally to disturb the animals* When 

this no longer had any effect, normally after $0 minutes, the spider 

positions and associated temperatures were noted* Twelve such exper

iments were carried out for each species, no spider being used more 

than four times and never in successive experiments*

Results

The distributions of the two species in the temperature gradients 

are indicated in Pigs. 17a and b. While atrica avoided the lowest 

temperatures, reacting esoeoially strongly to the cold metal, x-notata 

did not. The larger numbers in the region of 4*G« were due to an 

apparatus end effect, and not to temperature choice or immobility 

caused by cold* In order to reduce possible errors caused by the end 

effects, results were compared over the range 10*0. to 40*0. Using 

”t** tests, the mean temperature of 21.4*0* (s*d. • 5*0*0.) for x-notata 

was found to be significantly hi|^er (P <0.001) than 18.9*0.

(s.d. « 4.2*0.) for atrica. The preferred temperature ranges were 

approximately 18*0. to 26^0. for x-notata and 14°C. to 23®C. for atrica. 

Spiders venturing to the warm end of the gradient quickly returned.

Temperature Ohoioe Chamber Experiments 

riaterlal and Method

Each choice chamber consisted of a horizontal polystyrene container
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of inside length 6cia. and diaiaeter Jem., with tightly fitting rubber 

discs forming the effective ends. The container waa divided into upper 

and lower chambers by a horizontal foam plastic partition. The lower 

chamber vas itself divided into two by a vertionl wooden partition to 

prevent horizontal air flow, and into eaidi half was placed a small 

container of saturated !%Clj^.6HgO solution to maintain the relative 

humidity at about 54/^ A spider placed in the upper chamber could move 

freely within it.

Temperature differences between the two halves of the choice cham

bers were maintained as follows. A removable vertical perspex part

ition completely divided into half an insulated glass tank measuring 

22 % 22 X Sixteen choice chambers were pushed through holes in

the partition and firmly gripped about their midlines. The tank was 

filled with water to cover the oiioice chambers, and the water was 

heated by separate aquarium heaters in each half of the tank. Saoh 

heater had its own adjustable thermostat and the water was stirred by 

bubbling air tl̂ irougii it. By placing the tank at a constant temperature 

below that of the temperature choices being tested, differences of 

several degrees could be maintained between the two halves of the 

choice G^mmbers. Temperatures were measured directly using a **Telwma% 

Mrtype" electrical thermometer with a lm&.^ sensor probe. Except at 

points within lorn# of the mid-line, the temperatures of the chambers 

and surrounding water were similar.

Adult female spiders collected from the field at least five days 

beforehand were placed individually in the choice chambers and kept in 

darkness overnight for a period of sixteen hours. Their positions were 

then noted, those within lorn, of the mid-line being classed as "middle." 

Based on the results of the gradient experiments, five different temp

erature alternatives were investigated, using the same 120 epidera for 

each one.
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Results

*îhe ohoio98 of spidera presented with different teiapsrature 

alternatlvea are given in Thble 15*

Tkble 15. )l8tribution of adult female epiders in
temperature ohoioe ohambers

Temperature
alternatives

Number of spiders at 
each temperature

"Middle" excluded, 
exceea % spiders at the 

higher alternative temperature
x-notata atrica x-notata atrica

14°C. 49 45
Middle 19 25 5.0 11.5
19 G. 52 54
17*0. 54 45

Middle 26 25 27*7 7.2
21 G. 6o 52

19*0. 41 52
Middle 19 26 18.8 -10.6
24 G. 60 42
20*0. 55 64

Middle 18 22 -3.9 -50.6
26 0. 49 34
22*0. 56 74

16 19 -7.7 -46.5
27 0. 48 27

Comparing the two speoiee, the results were signifioantly different 

for 19°C./24°8. (P<0.05) and 22®C./27°e. (PcO.Ol), and war* aln>st 

■o for 20°C./z6**C. (P<0.1). Hors atrica ohoae 19*0. than 24*0., 

the opposite of x-notata. bignifioantly more atrica than x-notata 

chose 22*C. oompared with 27^C., and to a leaser extent 20^C. compared 

with 26^0. % e  results suggest that #te ixreferred temperature range 

was in the region of 20^0. to 26®C. for x-notata. and 17^C. to 22^0. 

for atrica. although x-notata generally reacted lees positively to 

temperature differences. These figures were in the same order as those 

obtained for first nymphs in the temperature gradient experiments.
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Light often acta as a token atiaailua for more Important faetors 

InoXudin^^ humidity and temperature (FEASNKEL and GîîHN, 1961). It is 

also the chief environmental olue with whioh diurnal id^rthms of act

ivity are synchronized (GLOUDSm-THOMÏPSON, I962). It is of interest 

that while young &valellae emerging from the oocoon are photopoeitive 

(MoCOOK, 1689; 145 CÎJI3LTE, 1964a), x-notata adult females at least are 

photonegative (l£ GUhjLTE, 1964a). iiio to tactic responses at different 

stages of development were investigated to see at what stage this 

change in behaviour occurs. Preliminary experiments suggested that 

at least the adult female reaction to ll^t could alter under certain 

circumstances, and this was further investigated using ohoioe chambers, 

Finally# using a mioroaktograph, the patterns of looomotory activity 

in adult female spiders in confined slices were investig;ited, and the 

relationship between such activity# the time of day and the presence 

or absence of light noted* This has bearing on gradient and choice 

chamber exïjeriments whioh depend on the animal moving around within 

the apparatus,

Hiototaxis throughout Spider Development 

Material and Method

* This experiment, designed to demonstrate how the angle of orient

ation to a light source changed during spider development, was carried 

out in a darkened room. An inverted 40 watt "Sunshine Opal Candle 

Lamp" bulb, shielded by a sleeve except for the bottom centimetre, 

acted as a bench-high light source of Icu. diaiaeter. It was supported 

just above the base of the inner of two glass troughs. Water between 

the troughs formed an effective heat shield as demonstrated by mercury 

thermometers placed at different distances from the li#it. The appar

atus was placed on white paper and outlined in pencil. Laboratory-
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reared spiders had been kept in daylight for several hours before the 

experiment began. Each one, supported on its own thread was gently 

lo%rered onto a pencil aark "0," lOoms. from the outer trough and 

18.$omB. from a point *&,* immediately below the centre of the li#%t 

source. The tension on the tl̂ iread was relaxed and the spider*» path 

traced with a following pencil, after two trial runs, tracings were 

made for forty different spiders at each stage of development, first 

nymphs being tested both at cocoon emergence and fourteen days later. 

Most of the paths were curved, forming either a spiral towards or 

away from the light source. Tlie orientation angle to the light was 

obtained as follows. A tangent to the curved path was drawn at a point 

"A," lOcms. along the path from the origin *0,* as measured with a map 

measurer. The angle between the t& n ^ e n t in the direction of locomotion 

and the line joining **A" to the point "L" was measured. The orientation 

angle was loss than 90^ for photopositive animals and greater than 90® 

for photonegative «mes and GWN, 1961).

The way in which the mean orientation angles altered as the spiders 

developed is shown in Pig. 18. Tttere was no sudden ohtange from strongly 

photopositive to strongly photonegative behaviour. It occurred over 

five stages in x-notata and three in atrica. camnges during stage one 

were very noticeable, atrica first nymphs es^ieclally beii^ strongly 

{^ictopositive t̂ isn they emerged from the cocoon, but much less so a 

fortnight later. The trend was continued in older spiders as reflected 

in the wide range of orientation angles for each stage. An interesting 

Si>ecies difference m m  the photopositive behaviour of sub-adult male 

x-notata and the photonegative behaviour of sub-adult male atrica.

It was not always possible to link laboratory phototaotic bWmviour 

with that observed in the field. Young stage one spiders certainly 

moved towards li#it, and this aided dispersion. Web-building during
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Fig. 18. Mean orientation angles'to light from first nymphs to adults
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dayli^t hours was less oomi»on in older spiders» and the latter were 

more reluctant to come onto the web during the day. Their retreats 

were often less exposed. However, although many young first nymphs 

built webs with no retreats and oooupied the hub day and ni^t, slightly 

older ones built retreats and remained in them during the day, yet were 

still photopoeitive. The atrioa retreats were less dense than x-notata 

and the epidera were often very exposed, yet atrioa results suggest 

they are more photonagative. The photopositive behaviour of sub-adult 

male x-notata oould not be explained. Adult male atrioa. although 

photonegative, spent most of their time fully exposed on the edges of 

the female webs. However, later experiments do suggest that î^totaotio 

behaviour may be reversed under different conditions.

"'Choice Chamber Experiments

%torial and Method

Twenty ohoioe ohambers were oonstruoted, each one by **sel lota ping** 

together the op&n ends of two 7*0 x 2.$cm. glass tubes, after placing 

a single spider inside. A sleeve of black paper was made to fit closely 

over half the length of the chamber. The tubes were placed horizontal

ly in two rows on a black background. 60cm. above was suspended a 

’•pearl** 40 watt tungsten filament bulb giving an illumination of approx

imately 580 lux, as measured with a **SSI» Idghtmaster** i^otometer.

Checks in the illuminated and dark halves of the chambers with a *Y3I" 

electrical thermometer showed no difference in temperature. The exper

iments were started in the late afternoon. The positions of 100 young 

first nymph spiders of eaoh speoiee were noted 30 minutes after being 

placed in the ohoioe chambers, is. idien they had settled, and again 

the following morning at about 10.00 hours* %ie series of experiments 

was repeated using 30 adult females, eaoh four times.
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Following the j^ototaotie experiaenta, not unexpectedly, x-notata 

and atrioa first nyiaî̂ us were strongly photopositive 0.001), both 

after 30 minutes and 13 hours (^bie 16). Also as expeotod, adult 

females were strongly photonegative (pcO.OOl) after 30 minutes, but 

14^ hours later there had been a very significant change (PcO.OOl) 

and they liad become photopoeitive ( P c  Ü.03).

Table 16, I’raferenoe© of first nymphs and adult females in 
li^it/dark choice chambers

Stage Speoiee
Ho. of 
spiders

Excess p  spiders in the light

After hr. in 
the evenings

After 15 hra. 
overnight

First x-notata 100 92^ 88#
nym#%8 atrica 100 96s4 96#
Adult x-notata 200 -74# 26#
females atrica 200 -79# 17#

BRD8HS (1972) noted tàiat several other Argiopids preferred the 

illuminated end of a light gradient tdien left overnight, and suggested 

that such photopositive behaviour would tend to direct the spider 

towards suitable spaces for web wnstruotlon. This seems a possible 

explanation for the change in adult %yglella behaviour, since the 

spiders %fOuld normally have built webs some three hours before the 

fifteen hours had passed. Inside the choice chambers, there was insuf

ficient space to do so.

Mieroaktograidi Experiments

Material and M8#iod

The mioroaktogra#! consisted of an elongated activity chamber
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pivoted such that it tipped when the animal inside moved from one half 

to the other. %e@e movements were recorded by an electrical pen 

recorder. The activity oliamber, measuring 12.0 x 1.2 x 1.2cm., was
7}
-^oonstruoted of thin, transparent, semi-rigid plastic. In order to 

pivot the chamber without preventing free passage within it, the middle 

portion of an entomological pin, sharpened at both ends, was bent into 

the form of a "V*. The chamber was cradled in the and firmly 

attached to the pin. The ends of the pin were freely supported in 

vertical slots in a specially conetrueted frame which restricted the 

angle of tip to about 7^ to minimise the effect of geonegative behaviour. 

A photoelectric cell, shielded from other txian a thin pencil of low 

intensity light from a variable intensity lamp, was in circuit with a 

6 volt dry battery, switch, suitable resistance and a "Servosoribe Is” 

pen recorder. Â vane attached to the chamber above the fulcrum inter

rupted the light when one particular end of the chamber was down, and 

the recorder pen moved rapidly across the paper in one or other direc

tion eaoh time the chamber tipped. With the recorder speed set at 

30ima./^our, the degree of spider activity per hour was judged by the 

number of millimetres of paper covered with ink. The activity appara

tus was housed in a "Griffin** cooled incubator at a teisv>erature of 18*G., 

and light provided by an 8 watt "Atlas Double Life Warm White** fluor

escent tube controlled by a time switch.

'She spiders used were adult laboratory females, soiae of vdiich had 

been kept tlirou^out development in containers large enough for web- 

making and others in 7*0 x 2.3cm. tubes. All had spent at least three 

weeks prior to the experiments at 20^0. under twelve hours illumination 

(from 7*00 to 19.00 hours) and twelve hours darkneae. Individual spid

ers were placed in the activity chamber at 19.00 hours and subjected 

to different combinations of illumination and darkness in unite of 

twelve hours over periods of three daya. Ho spider was used more than
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onoe.

HesuXts

Spiders of both species were found to have very similar patterns 

of loocmotory aotivlty when subjected to the same experimental condi

tions. Ih© patterns changed when the conditions were altered, as 

illustrated by the atrioa examploa in Fig. 19* In general, locomotion 

was almost completely confined to the dark periods, switching off the 

light often providing the stimulus. Spiders were typically more active 

during the first six or seven hours of the dark period, but even then 

only in bursts. When the dark/light regime was reversed, the spiders 

immediately aooommd^tted to it. Ihose which had been confined in small 

tubas all their lives moved very little during the experiments. R®KD 

et al (1970) and WITT et al (1972) have pointed out that experience 

may modify behaviour throu^ habituation and learning* S ZIM B (I964) 

demonstrated habituation in spiders, and BâYS (19&2) apparent learning. 

Lg G11BXÆS (1966c, 1967, 1969) showed that previous experience helped 

x-notiita to locate its retreat. The experimental results demonstrate 

the basic patteims of locomotozy activity of adult femile Zyglella 

in confined spaces such as choice c^%ambere and gradient apparatus. 

Darkness during the day or night stimulates locomotion and illumination 

and prior prolonged inactivity inhibit It.

In the field, the adult spider is more active at niü̂ it. It leaves 

its retreat to occupy the hub in response to falling li^t intensity 

and MàhPMD, 1971)* clears its old web during the night and 

builds a new web before dawn. HâEPLlS and M R P b #  were able to bring 

indoor spiders to the hub during the day by artificially darkening the 

room.
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c m P T ^  VI 

mcTo:\S Arro - ToiaRAMCSR

Various climatic factors which Influence the choice of web site 

are undoubtedly closely linked to the i^siological needs and toler

ances of spiders (TOKHHJÎdi, 1975). Temperature and relative humidity 

preference differences between x-notata and atyloa have already bemi 

demonstrated, and tolerance differences to such factors might also be 

expected. Tolerances to temperature extrefms, evaporative water lose 

and starvation are investigated here-

Spiders are very resistant to high temperatures 1950).

However, the extent to idilch spiders can tolerate sub-xero temperatures 

and also tlw rate of cooling may be as ecologically imiwrtant aa thermal 

doath-points (DOPm, 1962b). Itegarding avgi.lla, SAYOHT (1928) »ug- 

gested that x-notata does not require a higher temperature than atrioa 

but nay be able to withstand greater variation. Both species commonly 

overwinter in the egg stage. Soi^ adult female x-notata successfully 

overwinter ( W imK, 1929; BRIBTOfefH. 1941). but not atrioa (HIBiam,

1952; BRISTOWS, 1941)' In this study, the upper paralysis temperatures 

of both species are investigated. For dune spiders, A M # I S ?  (1970) 

found this to be about 1^0. lower than the thermal death-point which 

was more difficult to fix. The effects of sub-zero temperatures on 

adult females and eggs are also examined.
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lîpper Paralysis Temperature

Material and Metliod

Adult feiiale spiders were pre-adapted over eeven days to & 

aoi«ture-laden atmosphere at 2D*C. Bleven 7»0 % 2.5cm. glass tubes 

were weighted with lead ehot amd a little water added to each to keep 

the atmospliere moist. A closely fitting foam plastic bung, on which 

the spider could walk, was inserted above the water. Five similar-sized 

spiders of each species were placed one to a tube, and the tubes closed 

with rubber bunfpa. The temperature in the spider compartments was read 

to the nearest 0.5^C, on a 50°C. mercury thermometer pushed through the 

bung of the remaining tube, llie supported tubes were almost immersed 

in an electrically heated water bath and the temperature raised at about 

0»4^C. per minute, commencing at 25*G. bpper thermal paralysis was 

denoted by lack of movmaent, retraction of legs and non-production of 

drag-line silk, followed by recovery. Ihe experiment was repeated twice 

more with fresh spiders.

Results

Fox the fifteen spiders of each species tested, the mean x-notata 

upper paralysis temperature was 45*0. (s.d. * 0.6°C.), significantly 

higkior (P-c 0.001) than the equivalent atrioa temperature of 45.6*0. 

(s.d. « 0.9*0.). ’j5iu8, x-notata has both a higher temperature prefer-

endum and upper paralysis temperature than atrioa. For comparison, 

N^feGAARO’e (l9$l) values for the paralysis temperatures of two lyooaid 

spiders Inhabiting a Snha&num bog were 5$*C. and 45*0*# and these were 

reflected in their temperature preferences. ALMQ^IS? (1970) found tiiat 

the upper temperatures for fifteen non-Argiopld dune-living species 

varied from 37*4*0. to 46*4*0. However, there was no correlation 

between the temperatures preferred and those tolerated. The upper para

lysis tojuperature for Lyoosa carolinenais. a desert species, was approx

imately 48*G. (iMDSHK and Ü21IKSBH, 1972), and that for Aphonopslma. a
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tarantula, was 43*0* ( s ^ H T O  and VINEGAR, 1973). The value for 

x-notata especially is high when compared with these mainly ground- 

living 3i5eoiea. Other Argiopid valuea were not available for compar

ison.

The Length of Life of Adult Females kept at -2*0.

Ifeterial and Method

Adult females were collected from the field in mid-November. They 

were kept in individual tubes at 10*0. for seven days and liberally fed. 

Twenty of each species were then placed above saturated MgOlg.GHgO 

solution (H.H. w 54^) at -2*0. and a similar number at 10*0, aa controls, 

llio spiders were no longer fed. The numbers alive each day were noted.

It was found necessary to warm the -2*C. tubes a few degrees each time 

to distinguish living spiders, there being little or no spider movement 

at -2°0.

Results

Adult female x-notata survived for much longer at -2*C. than atrioa. 

eighteen days compared with five days for 50^ survival (Table 17).

Table 17. Mortality of adult female spiders at -2 C.

Temperature Species No. of 
spiders

No. of days before 50^ and 100?& 
mortality

50/' mortality lOOi^ mortality

-2*0. x-notata 20 18 52
atrioa 20 5 14

10°C. x-notata 20 :>32 ::>32
atrioa 20 > 3 ? > 3 2

As only 10^ x-notata and atrioa had died after 32 days at 10 C., 

it seems that lack of food was not responsible for death at the lower
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temperature. Th« results tend to confirm field observations regarding 

ZTKiolla survival daring the late autumn and winter months.

Viability of % g s  kept at -2*0.

Material and. Method

Eggs laid outside in December were collected at the end of that 

month and two hundred apparently fertile ones for each species were 

selected at random for tliis experiment. One hundred of each were placed 

above ealnirated ^gClg.GSgO at 20*C., and the percentage noted which 

hatched. Another one hundred eggs were similarly placed at -2*C. (the 

lowest available tomj^erature). Twenty were randomly selected at the 

end of every four weeks, placed at 20*0. and the percentage which 

hatched again noted. Over periods of up to twenty week© at -2*0. it 

was possible to calculate the percentage of eggs which remained viable.

Comparing the percentage of eggs which hatched after increasing 

period© at -2*0. (fable 18), no significant differences were found 

between tîie species.

Table 18. Percentage of eggs hatching at 20*0. after 
varying periods at -2*0.

Species
Percentage of eggs hatching after periods at -2*0.

0 days 28 days 56 days 84 days 112 days 140 days

x-notata 97 75 60 65 50 55
atrioa 89 75 50 70 60 50

For each species, n “ 100 at 0 days
n » 20 at 28 to I40 days

For both, even after twenty weeks, at least of eggs remained viable. 

Eggs of both species could withstand sub-zero temperatures of this order
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far better than adult feiaales, and this was especially marked in atrioa. 

At \diat phase in the life cycles this increased ability is lost has not 

been examined, but one might assume that at least larval and first 

nymph spiders are quite resistant to sub-zero temperatures, for both 

species may over-winter in these sta<;@8 in addition to the egg stage.

EVAPORATION OP WATER 

Argiopids are very resistant to desiccation (NEMBNZ, 1954î WPFBf, 

1962b). In both Zygiella species in dry air the rate of evaporation 

below the critical temperature is low (MTIBS and KDNHY, 1952). They 

suggested that the critical temperature Is between )4^G and )6*C for 

atrica and somewhat higher for x-notata. and that the rate of weight 

loss thereafter increases much more rapidly in atrioa than x-notata. 

Because of the importance of these findings, the evaporation rates 

have been studied in detail.

Evaporation Hates in Dry Air at 
Different Temperatures

Material and Method

In the following experiments involving the measurement of spider 

weight loss in dry air at different temperatures, decrease in weight 

was taken as a measure of water lost by evaporation. No spiders 

defaecated during the experiments, although "vomiting** was occasionally 

noted in spiders in other circumstances when exposed to lethal high 

temperatures. Half the adult females collected for the experiments 

were liberally fed on Drosophila and used within one day of collection; 

the others were not fed and were used ten days after collection.

Ihe apparatus used (Pig. 20) %ms a modified version of that des

cribed by EDNBÏ (1951)* Modifications included non-corrosive wire 

gauze spider cages, a flow-meter to measure air flow, and horizontal
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Fig. 20. Apparatus for measuring the rate of evaporation from spiders under 
controlled temperature and humidity conditions
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1 = Air pump
2 = Thermometer
5 = Flow-meter
4 = Screw clip to control air flow
5 = Water level of water hath
6 = Wire gauze cages containing experimental animals
7 = Board
8 = Copper coil
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instead of vertical caloium chloride tubes to prevent clogging. Air 

was pumped round the apparatus at about one litre per minute. It \f&a 

warmed by almost total immersion of the apparatus in a controlled 

temperature water bath and dried by passing through granular calcium 

chloride. % e  spider cages were in two groups of five end could be 

rapidly withdrawn and weighed without damaging the spiders inside. % n  

cages were weighed first empty, then containing individual spiders.

The spiders were exposed successively to temperatures from to

44^C. at 2^0. intervals. Kaoh exposure lasted fifteen minutes and the 

spiders plus cages were weighed after every one. The rate of weight 

loss was calculated at each temperature, and expressed as milligrammes 

loss in weight per gramae initial weight per hour. In total, twenty 

fed and unfed x-notata and atrica were compared, initial care being taken 

to select spiders of similar size and weight.

Results

Fig. 21 shows the rate of weight loss for fed and unfed spiders 

over the temperature range 30*̂ C. to 44®C. The rapid increase in rate 

above )6^C. indicates a critical temperature of op J7®C. for

both species. Fed spiders lost weight at least twice as rapidly as 

unfed ones over almost the whole temperature range. Unfed spiders were 

initially partly dehydrated and therefore would have less available 

water to lose. Whether fed or not, atrioa lost weight at a greater 

rate above than x-notata. but in general, differences in rates

seemed to depend more on the physiological etate of the spiders than 

on the species. Ttmt the weight loss in fed spiders was higher at }0®C. 

than )2^C. might be explained by their activity when first placed in 

the apparatus. Otherwise, spiders were generally inactive during the 

experiment. Book lung spiracles are opened widely in moving spiders 

but are almost closed in quiescent ones (HOBIBBOB and PAIM, 19&9).

!%hat relatively little water loss occurs from the book lungs in
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Fig. 21. The rate of weight loss with increasing temperature of
fed and unfed spiders
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quiescent spiders has been deraonstrated by PALMGRÎ5N (1939)# MVI8S and 

SDHSÏ (1952) and NBMSNZ (1954)- With the book lung spiracles perman

ently open» water loss may be increased by $0^ to 100^ (MVIîSS and 

BBHSY, 1952; CiarDSMr-THOMPSOH, 1957). The difference in the critical 

temperatures of the two species was smaller than that noted by MVIHS 

and BDNSf (1952) • Direct comparison of the rate of weight loss in the 

two investigations cannot be made, for M7IKS and BDNSY used different 

units, temperatures and field spiders at each temperature, and also 

blocked the book lung spiracles of these spiders. %iey noted large

differences between the two species in the rate of weight loss above
!

the critical temperatures* Such relatively large differences were only 

found in the present study between fed and unfed spiders*

FOOD AÜD WATER DEPRIVATION 

energy reserves of newly independent juvenile spiders are 

limited and failure to capture prey early probably accounts for the 

bulk of juvenile mortality (*RJHNBDtli, 1975)* % h y  older spiders show 

high resistance to starvation (ERINTOWE, 1929; DUFKSÎ, 1962b; TURNBOLL, 

1962; HIÏASHITA, I968). DRIWÏ (1962b) found that two atrioa collected 

in September and October survived in the laboratory for an average of 

fifty-one days without food or water. No comparison has been made 

between the two species in their tolerances to food and water depriva

tion. %ii8 has been done for first nymph and adult female spiders in 

this study.

Survival Time of Unfed First Nymph Spiders 
at Different Temperatures

Material and Method

Immediately after the moult from larvae to first nymphs, twenty 

laboratory-raised spiders were placed in individual tubes inside large
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screw-top jars at each of the following temperatures, viz. 10^, 15^,

20° and 25°C. The relative humidities were maintained at about 34'/’ 

with saturated MgClg'^HgO solution. The survival time of each spider 

was noted- Death was recognised as for upper thermal paralysis by lack 

of movement, leg contraction and non-production of dragline silk, but 

tiiere was no subsequent r-ecovery.

Results
In both species, the mean survival time decreased with rising 

temperature (Table 19)# possibly as a result of increased metabolic 

and evaporation rates.

Table 19- %:e survival time of first nymphs without food or water,
at constant humidity but different teiaperaturea

Temperature Species No. of
spiders

Survival time in days

mean s.d.

10°C. x-notata 20 91.0 58.3
atrica 20 72.9 22.4

15°C. x-notata 20 50.7 16.3
atrica 20 45.4 9.5

20°0. x-notata 20 44-4 15.6

atrioa 20 31.0 7.6

25*C. x-notata 20 37.8 8.7
atrioa 20 23.7 5.5

Evaporation is very restricted in spiders at low temperatures (EDNEY, 

1952). Increase in metabolic rate with temperature has been demon

strated in spiders and other poikilotherms (NWELL, 1966; ANDERSON,

19701 MOEDR and SRIKSEN# 1972; S S m m  and VINkHAH, 1973), although 

the value was found to be generally low. At all temperatures tested, 

%-notat& lived longer than atrica. aignlficantly ac (P<0.00l) at
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20°C. (43*2^^ longer) and 25°C. (59*5/ longer). Before leaving the egg 

ooooon, young spiders of some speoies feed on unhatohed eggs (JUBKRTHIS, 

1954; PBOK and WRIT0W3, 1970)* This was not evident in %y&iella. 

Spiders leaving the eoooon still have substantial yolk in their abdomen 

(TURNBULL, 1973)* Whether y-notata yolk reserves are greater than 

atrioa at this time is not known, but oomparison of the mean diameter 

of ten x-notata eggs from each of twenty cocoons (x *• 1.035®®*# 

s.d. « 0.075m®*# n * 200) with that of a similar number of atrioa eggs 

(x * 0.970mm*» 8#d* «= 0.035®®*# » * 200) shows that x-notata eggs are 
larger (P<cO.OOl),

Survival Time and weight Loss of Unfed Adult Femle Spiders 
at Constant Temrjerature and Relative Humidity

Material and Method

Adult female spiders were collected from the field in late 

September. They were kept at 20°C. and 34/ R*H., each in a 7*0 x 

2.5offi. glass tube with a foam plastic stopper. Tïiey were liberally 

fed on Drosophila. After seven days, each was weighed to the nearest 

0.5mg. l*wenty of each were no longer fed; ten were fed to act as 

controls. Individuals were weighed every two days and the day they 

died.

Results

These are given for the unfed spiders in Table 20. (Qie mean sur

vival period of 4I .9 days for x-notata was significantly greater 

(P -^0.01) than the 31*7 days for atrica. Although x-notata lost relat

ively more weight before death than atrioa (47*9!^ compared with 42*7/)» 

the percentage loss per day was less (I.I4/ oompared with 1.35/)* WITT 

(1963) found that one of three Argiopid species (quite possibly x-notata) 

was still capable of building webs when 49/ of the body weight had been 

lost. The lethal jjercentage weight losses of both x-notata and atrioa
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are high compared with the 20/ to 51/ for various non-Argiopide 

(PALMRRm, 1959; PALMSN and SUOKAUIHSN, 194$; CLOUDSLgY-'THOMPSON, 1957 

LAGSHSPm and JAYNAS, 1959).

Table 20. The number of day a survival and percentage weight loss 
of unfed adult female epidrs

Species
No. of
spiders

No. of days survival
/ loss in weight 

before death

moan s.d. mean B.d.

x-notata 20 41.9 10.8 47.9 9.7

atrioa 20 51.7 10.8 42.7 8.7

Spiders break down body tissues during food deprivation (WITT et al, 

1966). Many dv^iellae under investigation undoubtedly contained eggs. 

Observation showed that a spider may lose up to half its weight when 

egg-laying, and therefore some of the wei^t lost during starvation 

may have been due to egg bre»$kdown. During the starvation period, the 

rate of waigtit loss was not constant, but decreased with time. This 

emphasizes again the importanoe of seleoting spiders in the same 

physiological state for comparative experiments.
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CHAPTER VII

TEMPERATURE AHD RGIATIVE HUMIDITY IN THE FIELD

Laboratory experiments have indicated differences between x-notata. 

and atrica in their temperature and relative humidity preferences and 

tolerances. These differences might be related to the climatic condi

tions found at permanent web sites, bearing in mind that microclimates 

experienced toy spiders may be vary different from the prevailing macro- 

olimatea (sea reviews Toy CKWîBIA'ï-THOt'îraOM, 1962 and TOaKBUIi, 1973).
It has been shown that atrica typically builds webs on vegetation 

whereas x-notata often selects man-made structures. SAVORY (1928) 

suggested thiit humidity changea and exposure to winds must be more 

severe, and daily temperature extremes less severe on bushes than on 

the aides of houses* MISTOWE (1939) pointed out that compact foliage 

or dense vegetation provider shelter from wind and prevents both temp

erature and humidity extremes. DAVIES and EDHEY (1952) suggested that 

temperatures rise higher and humidities fall lower in buildings than 

hedgerows, although they acknowledged the lack of precise information*

Zveiella spends daylight hours in the retreat* During the summer 

and autumn of 1972 and 1973, field (measurements were made of temperatures 

and relative humidities inside occupied retreats in various habitats*

Of the many recordings made, three examples are presented here. On a 

warm October day in a suburban garden, conditions were con^îared inside 

x-notata retreats built on man-made structures and on plants. Fbr 

comparison, recordings were made on a day with similar weather conditions 

in atrioa retreats built on Ulex euroimeua. Finally, teinfïeratures and 

relative humidities were measured during a vary hot summer day in
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x-notata retreats oonatruoted on iron railings. The values illustrate 

especially the high temperatures which spiders encounter on such 

structures in these conditions. Estreats were chosen within a restric

ted height range of 1*5 - 1*8 metres, for height above the ground is 

one of many factors known to influence air temperature (KBOCîSHUS, 1932; 

GSIGSR, 1961; 3ÿfBGAAED, 1951; MKE, 1956; mCFADÏS», 1963).

Measurement of Temperature and Relative Humidity 
in the Field

Temperatures in the retreats were recorded to the nearest 0.5*C. 

using a portable *H type Telemax IO50* electrical thermometer, with a 

1mm.^ sensor probe pushed through the rear retreat exit to within 

three millimetres of the spider. Relative humidities wore measured to 

the nearest five per cent using cobalt thiooyanate paper and comparing 

with colour standards from a *Lovibcmd* humidity test kit by Tintometer 

Ltd., Salisbury, ^gland (SOUM)®, 1957)* A 5®®* x 4®®* strip of paper 

was placed in the retreat above and behind the spider, left for an 

hour, then stored in liquid paraffin until comparison could be made.

In each experiment, temperatures and relative humidities were measured 

at suitable time intervals during daylight hours both in the retreats 

and in a neighbouring shaded open area 1*5 metres above the ground, 

for comparison. Wind velocities were measured at tdio same spot with 

a *Low speed, 1000 ft. (305m*)/mih* maximum, LB2* air meter by

Baird and Tatlock Ltd., the meter being exposed for one minute per 

reading. This gave an indication of wind conditions at intervals 

throughout the day, but not necessarily those experienced by spiders 

inside their retreats.
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Fig. 22. Microclimatic conditions inside and outside x-notata 
retreats constructed on man-made structures and vegetation in a 

suburban garden at Greenford, Middx. - October 1972
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Miorooliiaatio Conditiono in x-notata Hetreats

in a Suburban Garden, Greenford, Middx#« >
"Material and Method,

On 5th. October 1972, a fine day with an eamt to north-eaat breexe, 

tvienty perjoanent, adult female retreats were selected from a number of 

different sites in a sheltered, south-facing garden, and each marked 

with a numbered flag# Ten were on man-made struotures? including shed 

eaves, window fracnea and wooden, iron and concrete posts. Ten were on 

twigs and loaves of Lonioera nitida. ep#, Cratae^js monogyna.

Pieea abiee, Cuoressus iaaorocar.ua and Roaa sp# Températures, relative 

humiditiee and wind velocities were measured as described above at 

intervals during the day (aee Results).

Results

Retreat measurements of temperziture and relative humidity are 

represented in Fig# 22. Mean temperatures for mld-%goming and evening 

were very similar for the two habitat categories. However, differences 

between the two were sufficiently large in the middle part of the day 

to suggest that thio was not due to chance. Both temperature means 

and ranges are important here. Aa an oxeuaple, at 1$. 30 hours the mean 

temperature for retre/it» built on man-made etructures was some 8*C, 

higher tlmn that for retreats built on plants, ülie range in temperature 

between individual retreats in the first category was also much greater. 

Mean temperatures inside retreats on plants were within 1°C# of the 

shade temperatures outside the retreat*. Relative humidities inside 

and outside retreats were very similar, and changed little during the 

day#
These comparative results, at least, suggest that temperatures 

rise higher (and possibly fall lower) in retreats built on man-made 

structures than on plants. Humidity differences are scriall. M^ny 

faotorfi affect air temperature and humidity, and therefore these
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Fig. 25. Microclimatic conditions inside and outside atrica retreats 
constructed on Ulex europaeus at Chobham Common, Surrey

- 3rd October 1972
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ooriolueioriB should ba extended to other situations with caution.

Miorocliniatio Conditions in atrioa Retreats built on 
Ulex europaeus at Chobham Common, Surrey

Material an<i Method

October 3rd. 1972 was a day with general weather conditlona

v e r y  similar to those mentioned in the previous experiment. Ten

permanent adult female retreats ware selected at random from a large

number on scattered Ulex euromeua in s x 30m. area on Chobham

Common, Surrey. Headings of temperature, relative humidity and wind

velocity were taken at the saiao times as in the previous experiment.

Results

Tlhe results are represented in Fig. 23* The mown retreat temp

erature throut^out the day waa in gene ral within 1.3^C, of the air 

temperature in the shade, a similar finding to that of the previous 

experiment for retreats constructed on plants. Relative humidities 

were a little higgler tlmn before, but again there was close similarity 

between values inside and outside the retreats. In both experiments, 

where irind velocities were low, the main effect# of foliage on retreat 

conditions seemed to bo those associated with shade. If there was an 

inorease in relative humidity due to transpiration it waa slight.

This is peidmpB not unexpected In the second experiment, for trans

piration rate is probably low in Ulex europaeus with its spine-like 

leaves. In addition, half the retreats were constructed on the dead 

lower branches.

Miorocllaatic Conditions in x-aotata Retreat# on 
Iron Railings at Greenford,- Middx.

%iterial and Method

A large population of x-notata inliablted an east/west stretch
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Fig. 24. Microclimatic conditions inside and outside x-notata retreats constructed 
on iron railings at Greenford, Middx. - 14th August 1973
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of dark green iron railings at Greenford. The railings formed the 

boundary between a road and adjoining fields. The retreats built on 

the underside of the upper horizontal bar of the railings were protected 

laterally by downward projecting flanges. On 14th. August 1973 (one 

of the hottest days of the yoar from Keteorologioal Office records), 

conditions in three retreats wore investigated at hourly intervals 

throi#xout the day on different sections of railings but within twenty 

metres of one another. One section was unshaded, one shaded until noon 

and one shaded except for early morning and late evening by adjacent 

Cratae^ua iZfonomfna buaties on the south side of the railings. The 

retreats themselves were not exposed to direct sunlight at any time. 

There was a south to south-west breeze throughout the day.

Results

Temperatures and relative humidities measured at hourly intervals 

in the three retreats ere represented in Fig. 24* Whetdier the railing# 

were in aiiade or not would be only one of severfii faotora to influence 

retreat temperature. Others include degree of exposure to wind and 

actual retreat position on the rallinga. Never-the-less, readings at 

any one time were consistently higher when the railings were in direct 

sunlight. Ttw tiigiiost retreat temperature was G., approximating 

to the critical temperature. The surface temperature of the railings 

close to the retreat was At retreat temperatures above ^6^0.

in other situations, x-notata were observed on occasions to move from 

the retreat a short distance along the signal thread. The relative 

humidities inside and outside the retreats remained from about 33^ to 

451̂  throughout the day.

% e  readings presented in the previous experiments must of neces

sity be restricted in their interpretation, but they were selected 

from numerous others to illustrate specific pointa. The three
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particular habitat sites were chosen becauae one or other species was 

very common at each of them, and therefore conditions in general pre

sumably suited at least that particular apeoies. In August 1972, 

forty female atrioa were placed on a section of the iron railings at 

Greenford which had been cleared of x-notata. None could be found 

one week later. In the same month, fifty male and female atrioa were 

placed in tlie suburban garden at Greenford, mainly on Cupreasus 

mcrooarua and Pioea abies previously cleared of x-notata. All had 

disappeared by the middle of October, exoept for one found under shad 

eaves in November. No young atrioa were noted the following year.

In an attempt to preserve the atrica population at Ohobha/a Common, and 

because x-notata had been found at sites elsewhere apparently similar 

to Chobham, no experimental x-notata were introduced onto the Common.
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CH&FPSa VIII 

yACT0E3 AFPEGTm;

The literature review has indicated that the life oyolee of 

x-notata and atrica are basically similar. However, the times quoted 

for coooon emergenoe, attainment of maturity, mating and so on suggest 

that the cycles are not identical, and this could he significant in 

eoological isolation, habitat selection and degree of Interspecific 

competition in mixed populations.

When studying spider life cycles, the following points are impor

tant. Males tend to moult fewer times tJian females (BOHNDT, 1950; MHf, 

1970) and smaller species fewer times than larger ones (BONNET, 1955; 

w r i t  1970). When raised under apparently similar conditions, spiders 

from the same eoooon may differ in the number of nymphal stages (BOHHST,

1930) or grow at different rate* (wiTT et al, 19éB). Important extrin

sic factors which have been shovm to modify spider development are 

tmaperature, humidity and feeding rate. Growth rate increases %rith 

temperature (B0NNI5T, 1926), and with both temperature and humidity 

(BROWNING, 1941; JONBS, 1941; F M C  and WHITGOm, 1970). length of life

decreases as the temperature increases (AIXSS et al, 19491 DONMtK,

1961). Growth rate increases with higher feeding rate and the animals 

are larger and die earlier (BONNET, 1950; TURNBHM,, 1962; and for 

x-notata.WITT. 1956; IS GHSI»TJ3, 1965» 1966b). At lower feeding rates, 

the number of ïçnaphal stages is increased in some species (BONNET, 1930, 

m m m , 1949; MITASHITA, 1968), but not in A&eleno%%is potteri Bl. 

(#RNBHbL, 1965). Thbles in LB GBB&TB (1966b) suggest tlujt in x-notata. 

the number decreases. No euoh values are available for atrica.
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The ratio of males to females reaohing maturity depemia on the feeding 

rate (FLORIB, 1936; KOffPSRCfâSO and TOEÎS, 1936; BONNBT, 1938).

In this study, the effects of temperature and humidity on egg 

development, and temperature and light on emergence of first nymphs 

from ooooona (a veiy ïjhotopoaitive sta^̂ e) have been investigated. So 

too havQ the effects of temperature on all other developmental stages, 

and of different feeding rates on the nymphal and adult stages.

FACTORS AFFECTING EGG DEVEWBIBÎTP

Observation has shown that both species may pass the winter in 

the egg, larval or first nymphal stages. Temperature, and to a lesser 

extent huiaidity, are known to affect the rate of development of spider», 

and tiieir effect on egg development in %y&iella are Investigated here.

Sffect of Temperature on % g  Development 

Material and Method

F o r each sf^eoies, thirty newly-laid fertile eggs were selected 

from each of five oocoone. Five eggs from each cocoon were placed in 

darkna.0  at 10®C., 15°C., 20°C., 35°C., 27è°C* and 30®C. Th« relative 

humidity was controlled at about 33/̂  at all temperatures by placing 

the tubes above saturated %Clg. 6HgO solution in screw-topped jars 

(WINSTON and 19 0)« % e  percentage hatching and the develop

ment times were noted. Hatching was taken a© completed when the spider 

was free from the egg membranes except for attachment at the spinnerets. 

Results

%gs of neither speoios survived at 30°G. (Table 21). At 2T^°0., 

nearly half the x-notcta eggs hatched, but no atrica eggs. As the 

temperature decreased from 25^0. to 15^G., the percentage hatching in 

both species increased, tlxa higher temperatures favouring x-notata.

At 15°C. and 10°C., more atrioa hatched. The mean incubation period
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increased with falling temperature most markedly at 10°C. At all temp

eratures below 27&^C., the period was longer in atrlca than x-not&ta. 

However, the peroentage difforenoe in length between the apeoiea 

deoraasad from 52>* at 25°C. to at 20°C., 20)b at 15°0. and IS?.' at

io”c.

Table 21. Length of incubation period and percentage of eggn hatching 
at constant humidity ()))& U.H.) but different temperatures

Temp.
in
®C.

x-notata ê r̂ s atrlca ê srs

No.
of
eggs

Incubation period 
in days

hatching

No.
of
«ggB

Incubation period 
in days

hatching
mean range mean range

30 25 - - - 25 - - -
25 10.5 10-11 44 25 - - -

25 25 11.5 11-12 60 25 17.5 17-19 48
20 25 14.5 14-15 76 25 20.0 19-22 72
15 25 25.5 25-27 80 25 30.5 29-33 88
10 25 72.5 65-79 76 25 81.0 76-95 88

Results indicate tîxat prior cooling is not required before 

will hatch, and also that there is no diapause.

Wfeot of Humidity on % g  Development 

Material and Method
The previous experiment was repeated, but at constant temperature 

(20^C.) and different relative humidities, viz. 13^, 33^, 36^ and 83#. 

% e  latter ware controlled by saturated salt solutions (WINSTON and 

BATS3, i960). The length of the incubation period and the percentage 

of eggs hatching were again noted.

Results

These are presented in Table 22.
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Table 22. Length of incubation period and percentage of egga hatching 

at constant temperature (20^0.) but different relative hu/aiditise

Relative
humidity

x-nota_ta eggs atrica eggs

No.
of
eggs

Incubation 
period in 

days hatching

No.
of
egge

Incubation 
period in 

days hatching

85 25 14-15 92 25 19-21 60
56 25 14-15 92 25 19-21 88
55 25 14-15 76 25 19-22 72
15 25 15-16 60 25 21-25 40

%ie main effect of relative humidity on the length of incubation 

appeared to be at the loweat value tested, that of IJ# R.H* Compared 

with 55# R.H#, for example, the incubation period increased by approx-
t

imately one day (7#) in x-notata and two days (10#) in atrica. Power 

eggs hatched in drier air. Only two-thirds as many x-notata. and half 

as many atrica hatched at 15# H.H. as at 85# H.H. It seems unlikely 

that such low values as 13# R*H. would commonly occur inside %vaiella 

cocoons.

m oToia AFMSGTm: u r y a l  Dm sLom m r

The larval stage immediately follows tho egg stage and is completed 

within the cocoon. It lasts only about four days at 20^C., too short 

a time for there to be measurable differences at different relative 

humidities. However, an investigation into tho effect of temperature 

on larval development time is described below.

Sffeot of Temperature on Larval Development 

Material and Method

Numerous eggs were kept at 20^C. and 55# H.H. Groups of twenty
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larvae hatching from the eggs were placed at lO^C., 15^0., 20°C. and 

25^0., and at 33 #.%* The duration of the larval stage waa noted at 

each temperature.

Résulta

As in the case of eggs, larvae developed more slowly as the temp

erature decreased from 25^C* to lO^C. (Table 23).

Table 23" Length of the larval stag© at constant humidity (33# H.H.)
but different temperatures

Temperature

x-notata atrica

No.
of

larvae

Length of larval 
stage in days

Ho
of

larvae

Length of larval 
stage in days

mean range mean range

25*c. 20 3.5 3 - 4 20 3-5 3 - 4
20*0. 20 4-5 4 - 5 20 4.5 4 - 5
15°C. 20 6.5 6 - 7 20 6.5 6 - 7
10*0. 20 25.5 23 - 29 20 26.0 23 - 28

The greatest change was from 15°0. to 10°C., development taking about 

four times as long. Unlike eggs, there was no significant difference 

between the apeoiea in larval development time at any of the four 

temperatures investigated.

’Riere were no mortalities during the experiment. Aa no food waa 

given, the larvae were probably utilizing yolk reserves in their bodies

PACTOAS ATTaCTlW THB W m o m O V ', OP PI83T NYMPHS
PROM ooomm

Zvaiella first nymplis emerge from the cocoons in April or May. 

Some nymi>hs have spent part of the previous autumn and all the winter 

inside the cocoon. Increasing temperature and day length in spring
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might well be factor» stiniulating cocoon emergence.

Effect of Temperature on Emergence 

Material and Method

Kgg cocoons were carefully collected from outside in autumn, they 

were lightly glued to the foam plastic stoppers of email glass tubes.

The tubes were placed in darknesa at 20*0. and 53# H.H. Five days after 

egg o 8QS could be discerned tlirough the cocoon walla ie. approximately 

at the time of moulting from larvae to first nymphs, #i#it cocoons of 

each species were placed at 10*0., 15^0. and 20*0., again in darkness 

and 53# H.H» The total number of spiders emerging from each cocoon per 

day and any which finally failed to emerge were noted.

Résulta

Table 24* % e  mean emergence time and percentage emergence of first 
nyraphs from cocoons placed in darfsnese at 33# %*H" but different

temperatures

Species Temp. Ho. of
cocoons

Total 
spiders in 

cocoons
spiders
emerging

%  for 
each cocoon 

in days

Mean

^50
days

x-notata

20°C. 8 321 89
23, 22, 24, 27,
19, 20, 26, 17. 22

X5°C. 8 258 91
28, 24, 40, 49, 
44 , 32 , 27 , 50. 37

io“c. 6 249 76
68, 63, 87, 75, 
62, 63, -, -, 70

atrica

20®C. 8 259 93
19, 21, 17, 15, 
12, 25, 8, 22. 17

15°C. 8 254 91
37 , 26 , 45, 31, 
43, 55, 38, - 59

10°C. 8 232 75
64. 70, 73, 89, 
77, 82, -, -. 76
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Differences in temperature greatly affected emergence time, the 

mean value approximately doubling for each 3*C. drop in temper

ature between 20*C. and 10*0. (Table 24). At each temperature, there 

was a large variation in the cocoon values. Once emergence from 

a cocoon began, it took many days for completion. In five cocoons, of 

which four ware at 10*0., less than half the spiders actually emerged. 

The average period from the beginning to completion of emergence for 

x-notata and atrica respectively was 19 and 17 days at 20*C., 29 and 

28 days at 15*0., and 38 days for both at 10*0. Che over-all results 

show close similarity between the sueoies.

LS GUKLTS (1962) found that x-notata at 20*0. emerged before 

those at 17*G., indicating again the importance of temperature. No 

mention waa made of any extended period taken for completion of emer

gence, which in the field may only take a few hours. Observation 

suggests that fluctuating temperatures are important. Spiders do not 

eat their way out of the cocoon. By laaas movement of the spiders 

inside, the cocoon wall stretches and finally parts. Fluctuating 

temperatures seem to stimulate activity to a greater extent than steady 

temperatures, even relatively high ones. SNDEHS (1972) suggested that 

before spiderlings leave their cocoons, a form of diapause may have 

to be broken, but this is not confirmed in the above experiments.

Effect of Light on Emergence

Material and Method

The previous experiment carried out at 15*0. and 35# H.H. in 

darkness was repeated under a constant diffuse illumination of about 

350 lux. The number of spiders emerging per day was noted as before. 

Results
Although emerging spiders are very photopositive, the mean 

values at 15*C. for cocoons in the light (Table 25) are sliiditly
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Table 25* The mean emergence time and percentage emergence of first 
nymphs from oocoona placed in light at 33# H.H# and 15*0.

Species Temp.
No. of 

cocoons

Total 

spiders in 

cocoons

#  spiders 

emerging

®50 
each cocoon

in days

Mean

in

days

x-notata 15*0. Q 234 86
32, 35, 43, 

51, 39, 49. 

45, 31.

41

atrica 15*0, 8 254 84

43, 26, 50,

30. 49, 62, 

45,

44
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higher than for those in the dark. Constant illumination does not 

stimulate emergence, but &y%iella first nymphs when they do emerge move 

towards the light (McCOOK, 1890).

Humidity seems to play little or no part in stimulating emergence 

in %yglella, unlike Epeira (%ngora) aibboroaa which only emerges if 

the relative humidity is above 90# (WBBSK. 1924).

FACTORS AFFECTING DSnTSUU^CTT OF m m U L h  AND 
ADULT STAGB9

Reference has been made to the influence of different feeding 

rates and temperatures on development in some spiders. These factors 

are investigated in both ayniella species.

The Effects of Different Feeding Hates and TemiJeraturea
on Development

feiaterial and Method

Groups of x-notata and atrica spiders were reared at one of two 

different feeding rates. **Poorly fed" groupa were given female wild- 

type Drosophila melangaster at the rates of one twice a week for 

nymphal stages one and two, one plus two for stages three and four, 

and two twice a week for stages five and six. "Moderately fed" groups 

were given Drosophila at the pates of three twice a week for stages 

one and two, four twioe a week for stages three and four, and five 

twice a week for stages five and six. Dead flies were removed at each 

feed. All spiders were watered twioe weekly by moistening the foam 

plastic bungs of the 7.0 x 2.5cm. glass tubes in which they were indiv

idually kept. Througjiout, they were subjected to alternate twelve 

hours light (about 325 lux) and darkness, and to a constant temperature 

of 25*C., 20*0. or 10*0. 15*C* was not available. For each spider

note was made of tho number of stages, length of each stag© and the sex.
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The number of was also noted for two "well fed” groups at 20*C.

which ware given exaeoc Drosophila. Spidar size was compared in 

moderately fed and poorly fed groups by reference to tibia I length. 

Results
The experimental results provided information on various aspects 

of the development of spiders raised under controlled conditions of 

feeding and temperature.

(a ) Developmental statue at which maturity is reached

Results show (Table 26) that.at 25*0. the majority of x-notata 

and atrica males and females in all groups matured at stage five.

Table 26. The effect of feeding rate and temperature on the stage at 
which x-notata and atrica mature

No. of #  spiders reaching maturity

Species Sex
Feeding spiders at developmental st̂ îge 4, 5 or 6
rate

25*G. 20*0.
25°C. 20*0.

4 5 6 4 5 6

W.P. - 20 - - — 20 70 10
M M.P. 19 22 - 95 5 50 50 -

x-notata
P.P. 17 19 - 100 - 74 26 -

W.F. — 14 - - - — 43 57
P M.P. 16 16 - 67 33 19 69 12

P.P. 18 19 - 100 - 42 42 16

W.P. - 17 — - - - 100 -
M H.F. 12 16 - 100 - 12 88 -

atrica
P.P. 10 15 - 100 - 13 67 -

W.P. - 15 - - - 7 60 33
P M.F. 18 20 - 100 - 20 80 -

P.P. 11 19 9 91 - 26 74 -

(W.F. - well fed )
Degree of feeding (M.F. * moderately fed) see text for details,

(p.p. • poorly fed )
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This was also true for atrica at 20*G. but not for x-notata. where 

feeding rate greatly influenced the stage at which the spiders matured. 

From the 25*C. and 20*0. results only, the trend, evident in both 

species but more pronounced in x-notata. was for spiders to mature at 

an earlier stage at 20*0. and low feeding rate, and at a later stage 

at 25*0. and high feeding rate. No spiders reached maturity at 10*0. 

They were very inactive and Drosophila were seldom captured. At the 

higher temperatures, Drosophila usually were captured. This illustrates 

that the amount of food supplied and that actually consumed are not 

necesaarily correlated.

% a t  less well fed spiders of both species tend to reach maturity 

at an earlier is in general agreement with the x-notata results

of LS GUELTE (1966b), although he appeared not to find spiders maturing 

as early as stage four.

(B) length o l dwaXoimiwital a t fa c in g  g a t., anft
temperatures

Of the moderately fed and ixjorly fed spiders at 25*0, and 20*0., 

the majority in most groupe matured at sta^^ five. Tlie mean lengths 

of the developmental stages for tkieee spiders are Included in Table 27* 

Also included are values for spiders at 10*C., none of which reached 

maturity. In the latter spidem, development was very slow, with aost 

stages taking over one hundred days. Different feeding rates seemed 

to have little effect on the length of a stage, probably because the 

spiders were almost too inactive to catch Droaouhila. The survival 

powers were greater in x-notata ttian atrica.

At both 25*C. and 20*C., there was little difference between the 

species in their rates of development when spiders raised at the same 

feeding rate were compared. However, within a species, at different 

feeding rates, better fed spiders matured more quickly, for example, 

in two-thirds of tlie time at 25*G. Development waa faster at 25*C.
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Table 27. Length of developmental stages at different feeding rates and temperatures

Temp. Sex Species Peeding
rate

Length of developmental stage in days
Mean no. 
of days 
to reach 
maturity

Stage 1

X s.d. 
n

Stage 2

X s.d. 
n

stage 3
X s.d. 

n

Stage 4
X s.d. 

n

Stage 5

X s.d. 
n

25°c.

M

x-notata
M.P.

P.P.

23 2.7 
19

24 1.3 
18

12 1.5 
19

14 2.3 
18

14 2.4 
19

30 9.1 
18

18 2.4 
18

54 6.8
17

71 34.2 
16

63 26.7 
16

67

102

atrica
M.P.

P.P.

22 3.6 
16

28 6.5 
15

13 1.6 
16

17 5.5 
15

15 2.6 
16

25 6.4 
15

20 2.3 
12

34 5.8 
10

13 5.9
5

10 4.2 
2

70

104

P

x-notata
M.P.

P.P.

23 2.2 
12

25 3.5 
18

13 2.7 
12

IB 6.1 
18

15 2.4 
12

31 9.2 
18

28 6.4 
12

54 20.7 
18

103 40.2 
10

84 41.6 
18

79

128

atrica
M.P.

P.P.

23 4.1 
18

30 5.1 
10

13 1.7 
16

19 9.3 
10

17 6.1 
18

31 6.9 
10

21 4.5
IB

42 15.6 
10

62 23.5 
14

27 13.2 
3

74

122

20° C.

M

x-notata
M.P.

P.P.

47 4.0 
11

49 6.0 
5

15 3.1 
11

18 4.5 
5

17 3.2 
11

28 9.2 
5

20 2.0 
11

58 14.0 
5

99 40.5 
10

92 32.1 
5

99

133

atrica
M.P.

P.P.

53 4.4 
14

51 4.3 
14

14 3.2 
14

14 2.3 
14

17 4.1
14

19 4.5 
14

22 5.0 
14

34 5.9
13

29 19.4 
14

40 25.0 
12

106

118

P

x-notata
M.P.

P.P.

47 3.7 
11

48 3.2
8

14 2.4 
11

19 3.9
8

19 3.2 
11

27 6.1 
8

24 4.0 
11

63 16.6 
8

124 76.0 
10

85 73.6 
7

104

157

atrica
M.P.

P.P.

54 4.4 
16

48 5.0
14

14 2.6 
16

18 3.9 
14

17 3.3 
16

25 5.9 
14

23 3.6 
16

39 11.3 
14

105 48.0 
16

90 45.2 
14

108

150

10°C.
M

and
P

x-notata
M.P.

P.P.

133 52.4 
32

99 57.2 
38

110 38.2 
17

141 41.1 
24

93 11.3 
6

115 29.6 
17

110 - 
1

65
1

4 -  
1

-

atrica
M.P.

P.P.

164 43.8 
12

118 49.2 
23

114 26.5 
7

119 15.9 
5

132 - 
1

K.P. “ moderately fed, P.P. = poorly fed.
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than 20*0., ;aa:lnly because of a much shorter first nymplial stags. Why 

tiiia was so was not absolutely clear, but at 23*0. first nyn:;^ built 

webs earlier. Later nympiial stages were able to capture flies trapped 

in draéî-line silk, there being insufficient apace to Wild webs.

Except for poorly fed female atrica at 20*C., the adult atrica did not 

live for aa long as their x-notata ocunterparto. In miles at least, 

this may be partly because they refused to eat. In the field, on 

several occanions, mature atrica males were aean to take insects from 

the female webs on widch they were residing.

These general findings agree with those cited by other aut>ore for

other spiders already mentioned at the beginning of the chapter.

(G) Temperature, feeding rate and the pgroentfige of SDMors reachjjog
maturity

The peroentaije of spiders reaching maturity varied greatly with 

temperature an«i feeding rate. From groups of forty moderately fed and 

poorly fed first nym^As at 10*C., none reached maturity or even the 

final moult. Table 28 shows the results for spiders raised at 20*0. 

and 23*0. Because of the rather high mortality of atrica first nym#M» 

at 25*0., first nymphs in all groups which died were replaced to ensure 

that forty successfully moulted to stage two. Except for the atrica 

groupe at 25*C., 80.0# to 92.5# of spiders in all others reached matur

ity. At 25*0., only 41.5# and 14*6# of the moderately fed and poorly 

fed atrica groups respectively reached the adult stage. Death occurred 

both during and between moults, but especially during the final moult. 

80.0# of the poorly fed sub-adult atrica males and 54*5# females died 

at this time. The females were unable to extract their legs, and the 

males had great difficulty with their very long pedipalps. It would 

seem that the exuvial fluid evaporated before the appendages could be 

fully withdrawn. This has been reported in other species (WHITCOMB, 

1967; HOHHHR and STA1K8, 1972).
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Feeding rate did not greatly influence the proportion of males 

to femalee reaching maturity at either of the two temperature*.

(b ) Feeding rate and solder size

Tibia I length was used in the assessment of spider siae. The 

speoies were compared at each of the two feeding rates, "moderately 

fed" and "poorly fed". The effect of feeding rate on spider size in 

each species separately was also investigated. Little difference was 

observed in spiders raised at 25*0. and 20*0., and the results were 

combined. Hot all spiders were measured in early developewntal stages. 

In later ones, because of mortalities, results in some cases were 

boosted by measurmnents taken of spiders in "reserve" groups. At all 

stages, where selection for measurement was necessary, it was randomly 

made.

At the higher feeding rate, x-notata tibia I length was signific

antly greater (at the 5# level) than atrica at all developmental stages 

(Table 29»)* Differences were highly significant (F<0.00l) in sub

adults and adults. There was a roughly parallel situation at the lower 

feeding rate (Table 29b). Tibia I lengths, together with other measure

ments such 88 carapace width and body length and weight taken during 

this study indicated that in these particular experimental conditions 

at least, x-notata males and females were larger than their qtrica 

counterparts•

Comparing separately the x-notata and atrica results in Tables 29» 

and 29b, feeding rate had a large effect on spider size. No significant 

difference was apparent at stages one (as expected) or two, but from 

three onwards in both species, moderately fed spiders were significantly 

larger (PcO.OOl). Of interest, the mean sizes of field spiders 

(Appendices 1 and 2) were broadly equivalent to a feeding rate between 

the two experimental rates, except for field sub-adult and adult male 

atrica which were much larger, fossibly, the new outiole hardened in
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Table 29- Comparison of tibia I length in x-notata and atrioa

throughout their development

(a) îtoderately f^d spiders

Nymphal
stage Speoios Sex Ho. of 

spiders

Length of 
tibia I 
in mm.

Comparison of 
mean tibia I 

length using t-test

X s .d . t P

1 x-notata M & F
M & F

30
30

0.365
0.367

0:033
0.026 2.279 C O . O 5atrioa

2 x-notata n & T
M & F

28
26

0.645
Ü .615

0.045
0.049 2.215 < 0.05atrioa

3 x-notata M & F 
M & F

25
26

1.000
0.996

0.095
0.076 2.658 < 0.025atrica

4
x-notata M

M
26
23

1.863
1.543

0.1*3
0.172 6.300 <0.001atrica

x-notata F
P

20
17

1.608
1.347

0.129
0.086 7.323 <0.001atrica

adult
x-notata M

M
26
21

2.913
2.329

0.168
0.129 13.469 <0.001atrica

x-notata P
F

28
32

2.061
1.697

0.175
0.129 4.088 <0.001atrioa

(b) Poorly fed spiders

Hymphal
stage Species Sex Ho. of 

spiders

Length of 
tibia I 
in mm.

Comparison of 
mean tibia I 

length using t-test

X s.d. t P

1 X-rnotala M & F
M & F

30
30

0.382
0.368

0.034
0.030

1.691 > 0.05
atrioa

2 x-notata M A P
M A P

28
26

0.625
0.610

0.046
0.051 1.118 >0.10atrica

3 x-notata M A P
M A P

18
26

0.942
0.917

0.004
0.084 0.973 >0.10atrica

4
x-notata M

M
2418

1.556
1.283

0.126
0.101 7.764 <0.001atrioft

X-notata P
F

28
18

1.382
1.242

0.078
0.100 5.013 <0.001atrica

adult
x-notata M

M
19
17

2.426
2.012

0.169
0.180 7.089 <0.001atrica

x-not%ta P
P

14
19

I.8I3
1.602

0.120
0.129 3.003 <0.01atrioa
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laboratory condition» before expansion of the leg segments had been 

fully completed. Female field spiders of both species typically matured 

one stage later than laboratory spiders. Differences in quantity (and 

quality) of food probably explain in part Wxy leg length in adult female 

x-notata. for example, varied greatly in works of different authors

(SIMON. 1874; f i m m ,  1951; m m c , 1957; w  gdelte, 1964; le m m m ,

1966b). As indicated earlier, different feeding rates certainly result

in different sized spiders in other species,

I : : \ - " '
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CHAfTEB IX  

COMPARATIVE LIFE CYCLES IS  THS FIELD

Literature quoted in the IWTROÏXJCTXON seems to point to temporal 

differenoes between equivalent ]̂ tiaaes of x-notata and atrioa life 

oyoles. However, these works from authors in several countries are 

mainly non-comparative and the information sparse. It was therefore 

decided to compere life cycles in the field and this was done over two 

consecutive cycles from the latter part of 1971 to early 1974* Because 

of the very few mixed or adjacent populations which were discovered, 

the relatively small number of atrioa in them and the difficulty in 

separating the species in the early nymphal stages, the study was 

carried out on two large, siOj ;le-»pecies populations.

Saoh year, the investigation followed the same pattern. Note was 

made of when the egg cocoons appeared, the average number of eggs per 

cocoon, the stage of development inside the oocoona in the middle of 

January after egg-laying was completed, and the degree of cocoon para

sitism at that time. After the emergence of first nymph spiders in 

spring, their rates of development were followed through the season. 

Changes in spider numbers were investigated during the second cycle to 

discover when spider losses occurred. Finally, courtship and mating 

behaviour were closely studied.

STUDY s m s

Mention has been made in earlier chapters of the selected x-notata 

and atrioa sites. They wore particularly suitable because of the 

large number of spiders at each, & necessary pre-requisite in this
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type of study,

Tlie x-notftta site was at Greonford, Middlesex (Map ref. TQI54836). 

A large population (several hundreds in early summer) lived on dark 

green iron railings bordering the A40 trunk road where it orosaed the 

Grand Union Canal. railings were approximately 780 metres long and

1.6 metres higli. Very few other spiders lived permanently on the rail

ings except for a small population of Araneus selooetari^s Cl. next to 

the oonal bridge. structure of the railings was of interest. The

2.0 o;a. square vertical bare protruded through and were supported

12.0 om. apart by upjjor and lower horizontal bfc»rs. The horizontal bare

had downward projecting flanges, and were ,--- 1-shaped in cross-section.

Typically, retreats were built in the flange angles of the upper bar 

with the webs below. heigJ'it and shape of the upper bar and the

distance between the vertical bare made possible the building of 

retreats and webs throughout the life cycle. Sections of laillngs were 

selected for the study of egg cocoons, stages of spider develojment and 

spider numbers throughout the season. Details are given later.

The atrioa site wag at Cliobham Common, Surrey, a large open undu

lating area of about six and a half square kilometres lying in the ten 

kilommtro square SU96 of the National Grid. MURPHY and MURTRY (1973) 

describe the area as mostly covered with Calluna vulcarls L. (ling), 

Erica olneroa L. (boll heather), S. tetralix L. (croaa-leaved heather) 

and such coarse grasses aa Molinia caerulea L. These authors found 

atrioa to be fairly common on Pinua a.vlvestris L. but no mention was 

made of its frequent presence on Ulex europaeus L. It was more commonly 

found on this plant near or at the tops of the undulations. Members of 

the Thoiaisidae and Theridiidao especially, together with Araneus 

diadematus Cl. as the other main Argiopid, were found in similar sit

uations. Suitable areas of U« euro meus, of idiioh more details appear
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la b o r, ware oclectod fo r  the d if fe r e n t  parts o f  the study o u tlin e d  

above.

Period o f % g-Laying  and Number o f 

Cocoonn per S pider

In both apeciee each c lu tch  o f egga ia  la id  olose to  the r e tre a t  

and enclorjed in  a s ilk e n  oocoon, the o u te r threads o f  which are  pale  

golden brown. Observation suggested t M t  cocoons adjacent to  a p a rt

ic u la r  r e t r e a t  ware constructed by the same sp id er.

M a te r ia l and Method

Proa late summer 1971 onwards and again in 1972, on a well- 

populated section of railings, note was made when and where x-notata 

ooooons appeared in order to discover the period of egg-laying and the 

number of ooooons adult female spiders constructed.

A p a r a l le l  in v e s tig a tio n  was c a rrie d  out on a tr ic a  cocoons but 

th is  was more d i f f i c u l t  because o f the nature o f U lex europaeua on 

which the spiders l iv e d . A populated area o f Ï Ï .  europaeue was chosen 

which consisted o f sm all in d iv id u a l clumps, none more than 1 .9  metres 

h ig h . A plan o f  the area waa made and cocoons p lo tte d  weekly as they 

appeared. Bach cocoon p o s itio n  was marked on the p la n t w ith  a tw is t  

o f p la s tic -co vered  w ire . % e  operation  was ted ious, but positions o f  

weba and re tre a ts  helped in  the lo c a tio n  o f cocoons. U n like  x -n o ta ta  

on the r a i l in g s ,  some a tr io a  ooooons on U. europaeus were doubtless 

undiscovered.

Results

Wie appearance of egg cocoons in the two seasons is shown in 

histogram form in Fig. 25* Each weekly number is expressed as a per

centage of the total ooooons for the season. The species totals are 

not strictly comparable. In both seasons, egg-laying began earlier 

and finished later in x-notata than atrioa. For example, in 1971/2
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Fig. 25» Weekly appearance of egg cocoons in 1971/2 and 1972/3
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x-notata waa lading from late August to early January, whereas the 

atrioa egg-laying period was from early October to mid-December. The 

period also started later in 1972/3, probably because early development 

was slow during the previous cold and windy May and early June. The 

atrica i>eak of egg-laying was almost three weeks after that of x-notata 

A higher proportion of x-notata than atrica layed more than one 

batch of egas, but one was the most common, (Thble 30).

Table 50. The percentage of spiders laying one or more batches of
•gga in 1971/2 and 1972/3

1971/2 1972/3

Species Total
spiders

^  spiders with 
1, 2 or 3 cocoons Total

spiders

spiders with 
1, 2 or 3 cocoons

1 2 3 1 2 3
x-notata 50 84 14 2 29 83 17 -

atrica 39 100 - 40 95 5 -

This seemed to reflect the different lengths of the egg-laying season 

in the two species. KIBI81SN (1952) found some atrioa with two clutches 

of eggs, while WISHl® (1931 ) noted up to five for x-notata* However, 

at these particular study sites, all spiders had died by the end of 

January* The maximum number of cocoons per spider found at other sites 

during the investigation were two for atrioa and four for x-notate*

Number of % g s  per Cocoon

Material and Method

3h the middle of January 1972 and 1975# at the end of the egg- 

laying period, numerous egg ooooons were collected from different parts 

of the sites to those in the previous experiment. % g s  in some cocoons
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had hatched. Some cocoons had been paraaltleed by ichneumon flies* 

However, the parasitic grubs left e ^  membranes behind and therefore 

it was possible to calculate the number of eggs originally laid in 

each oocoon.

Results

The mean numbers of eggs in x-notata cocoons in 197l/2 and 1972/5 

were almost identical, 58*7 and 58*5 respectively, (Table 51)-

Table 31* Mean number of eggs laid in x-notata and atrica cocoons 
collected in mid-January 1972 and 1975

Species
Dbte

cocoons
collected

No. of 
cocoons

Tbtal
eggs
laid

laid per oocoon

X s.d* ran;:*

x-notata 16-1-72 80 3097 58.7 11.0 23-68

17-1-75 55 2104 38.3 11.5 18-63

atrica 17-1-72 70 5187 45*5 16.1 19-91
18-1-73 75 2705 36.1 13.2 12-83

The mean number of eggs in atrica ooooons wns significantly greater 

(? <  0.001) in 1971/2 than in 1972/5, 45*5 compered with 56.1* However, 

combining the total 1971/2 and 1972/5 figures for x-notata and atrica 

separately, then comparing their means of 58*5 and 40.6 eggs per cocoon 

respectively indicated no significant difference between the epeoiee 

(P >0.1). The two species seem not to have been directly compared in 

the literature regarding egg numbers per cocoon* For x-notata.

HHISTOWE (1939) gives an average of 50 eggs from 10 batches, and 

NISLSiâlf (1952) 54 eggs from 8 batches. Ranges for atrioa eggs vary 

from 80-90 (BUCKWALL, 1864) to 17-105 (HISIfiiSH, 1952). The high num

bers have been confirmed in this study.

In some species, the first batch of eggs is the largest and
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subsequent ones contain progreoaively fewer eggs (BRI8T01#, 1938;

COOKE, 1965a; m m m , 1965; MIKULSXA and JACCMSXI, 1968; TURNBULL,

1975). No particular pattern was found in either %y&i0li& spooiea, 

thus confirming the x-notata findings of L3 GUi^LTb (1966b).

Stage of Development inside Cocoons Collected in 
Mid-January 1972 and 1975

Material and Method

% e  coldest weather of the year ia expected in January and February 

In Great Britain. Analysis of ooooons collected in aid-January 1972 and 

1975 gave an indication of the developmental stages which pass through 

this period. Only ooooons containing living stages wore included. 

Results

In mid-January 1972, eggs had hatched in over half the x-notata 

cocoons, and in almost 43';̂  the first nyjaphal stage had been reached 

(Table 52).

Table 52. Developmental stages of spida s inside oocoona collected
in mid-January 1972 and 1975

Species
Date

cocoons
collected

Total
cocoons

% cocoons oontainin(f different 
developmental stages

% gs Sgge + 
larvae

Larvae larvae + 
first nymptm

First
nymphs

16-1-72 73 42.7 10.6 42.7
je-notat# 17-1-75 55 92.6 - 3.6 - 3.6

17-1-72 61 100.0
atrica 18-1-75 74 100.0 - - -

In 1973, eggs had hatched in only about 7 of the cocoons, and 

in only half of those had tho first nymphal stage been reached. It 

liiay W  recalled that egg-laying began earlier in the 1971/2 aeaiion
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(Fig., 25). No eggs had hatched in any of the atrioa oocoona in either 

year. It would seem that factors auoh aa the time of laying, mildness 

or otherwise of the weather after laying and the shorter incubation 

period in x-notata determine wiiich developmental stages overwinter in 

the cocoon. These results show that 3̂ -notata at least does not strictly 

belong to the group of spiders, proposed by Î41LDDT (1949) and JUBE&TNIR 

(1958), which overwinter in the egg stage.

Degree of Parasitism of Cocoons by 
IohneucK>n Fly Larvae

There are many rami tes of both spiders an i spider eggs (BRISTOWS, 

1941; BASON et al, 19&7; SVANS, 1969 and ASKEW, 1971). These authors 

plus NIBLSBN (1925* 1928, 1929, 1952) and RDRSTMANK (1970) mention 

Hymenopteroua ichneumon flies as some of the more ira portant parasites. 

Ichneumon larvae found in egg cocoons are commonly classed as egg 

parasites although they may well be termed egg predators. Such larvae 

were found in Zvaiella ooooons during this study. No other egg 

parasites were observed.

Material «md Method

Some of the cocoons collected in mid-January contained ichneumon 

larvae. These were fed on aplder eggs in the laboratory and identified 

when adult.

Results

The parasitic larvae were identified as Tromatobia oculatoria Fab. 

and Ocymorus similis Gniel., known parasites of both Zygiella species.

Of the two parasites, T. oculatoria was by far the aiost common 

(Table 33). In other circumstances, BHISTOV/E (l94l) and EVANS (I969) 

found 0» similis to be aa common as T. oculatoria. The degree of 

parasitism was much greater in 1971/2 than 1972/3* In 1971/2, approx

imately l6/> x-notata and 26/ atrioa cocoons were parasitised.
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Table 53. Ic' neuiwnidae paraeitiain^’ x-not ta and atrica c o o o o m

in ralù-Jamii^ry 1972 an ? 1 >73

spQciea Date Total
eocoonu

cocoon»
parasitised

no. of 
parf>aitic larvae 

per coooon
Phraeite

x-notata

16-1-72 16.3 i X 6 p. 
6 x 1  
4 x 2  
2 x 3

o._jatoiiia
T. cciilatori»

ft
•f

17-1-73 55 - - -

airtoa

17-1-72 70 2 5 . 7 10 X 1 p*
6 x 2
2 x 3

T. ocalatoî /..a
«1

(1

18-1-73 75 5 . 3 ,l % 1 p.
2 x 2
1 x 3

«

»

In ôboüi half, all the had ?>eon destroyed. Obm-rvatiüu allowed 

that T. POUlatorift larvfi® frequently consumed all the eggs before they 

themselves pupated, a fact noted by #T3t3%# (1923).

Other than 3vpi@ll&. Arwieue ûladeaatus Ul. ia a host for 

0. et&ill* (BRiivl̂ WîS, l>4i). T. ooalatorla haa eeverel other boat* 

including A. di&deqatue, A. cuourtoitinus 01. and C.ycioa& oonle& Fall. 

(aiSLSSB, 1923; BRISTOW#, 1941).

Rate of Spider development through the 
1972/5 and 1973/4 Season*

Material and Method
On sections of iron railings and patche* of Ulo% euro m e m , a 

maximum of fifty x-notata and fifty atyica resrmotively were sfleotel 

at random emoh week during the 1972/3 and 1973/4 eef&eon*. T}i® stage 

of development was ascertained from tibia I length, a* described in
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Chapter II* Mature Jfeaales were reoogniasd by the epigynes and males 

by the palpa. For observation of young apidera it waa ofton only 

neoesBaxy to entice them to the web hub. Oldor spiders removed from 

their web« for closer examination were replaced as far as possible. 

Results

The numbers, sta^ios aisd »ex of the spiders collected at weekly 

intervals during 1972/3 and 1975/4 are included in Tables 54 and 35. 

Emergence in x-notata began at the end of April in 1972 and in early 

May in 1975, approximately three and two weeks respectively before 

atrica. However, May and the first part of June 1972 were cold and 

windy, and this appeared to slow down early development. In both 

years, adult x^notata were first noted at the beginning of August and 

adult atrica about a month later. Adult females of both species which 

had matured at stage five were more common in 1972/3 than in the fol

lowing season, when they typically iaat«rad at stage six. The mating 

period lasted from August to mid-September for x-notata and from Sept

ember to late October or early November for atric^* As adult female 

x-notata were still found at the beginning of January and atrioa were 

not, the egg-laying period for x-notata was several weeks longer, as 

demonstrated earlier in the chapter. This would give a female x-notata 

more time in which to lay a second or third batch of eggs, at least at 

these two sites» Although soma x-notata females under shed eaves 

successfully overwintered, none on the railings survived, presumably 

because of exixïsura to low tempemturea during the winter.

Variation in Spider Numbers through the Season

This part of the study was designed to investigate how the number 

of spiders varied th mug&i the season on a restricted part of the iron 

railings for x-notata and Ulex europaeug for atrica. Except for adult
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males, only those eplders whioh had constructed a retreat or web were 

included.

Material and Met^iod

In ViBXOh. 1973» x-notata cocoons were counted on a section of iron 

railings. Cocoons within ten metres of the section wore removed. 

Similarly, atrioa cocoons wore counted on two smll isolated patches 

of Ü. euromeua. At fortnightly intervals tliroug-hout the 1973/4 season 

the numbers of spiders were ascertained at these sites. No attempt was 

much to prevent spiders moving onto or from the sites. Counting was 

made easier on the railings than on U. europaeus. but talc puffed onto 

the webs helped in locating the spiders, and counts were not made when 

conditions prevented web building. As only the prssenoe of spiders was 

required, the minimum dlsturWmoe was md@, especially Im;sortant in the 

case of atrioa whioh easily vacated their retreats. Adult males do not 

build orb-webs. Male atrica were normally found at the edges of the 

fsmile webs, and altliough male x-notata often were not, the structure 

of the railings enabled them to be located.

Wesultw

‘Hie greatest nuniber of spiders counted at one time was 108 x-nota ta 

and 77 atrioa. Other counts throu^iout the season were expressed as 

percentages of these numbers (Fig. 26). Emergence from cocoons began 

at the end of April for x-notata and in the tliird week of May for 

atrica* ïtobers reached e peak within two weeks in both cases, then 

rapidly decreased auoh that atrioa numbers had been halved as early as 

the third week in June and x-notata by the third week of July. They 

continued to decrease, somewhat less rapidly, until the high mortality 

rate of adult male x-notata in September and atrioa in October. Ttiere 

followed some atabilization until Deoembor when numbers dropped again 

quit© sharply. Although x-notata appeared better able to withstand 

cold weather, neither species overwintered in the adult stage.
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There were o r ig in a l ly  twenty-one x-nota ta  and ten a tr io a  oocoona 

found a t  the s ite s .  A llow ing fo r  in f e r t i l e  and p a ras itis ed  eggs, 

perhaps an average o f t h i r t y  spiders emerged from each coooon, g iv in g  

very approximate to ta ls  o f  6 )0  x -n o ta ta  and 300 a t r ic a . Comparing 

these w ith  the maximum counts above in d ica te s  th a t many spiders were 

lo s t  soon a f t e r  emergence, ba lloon ing  p laying  a very s ig n if ic a n t  p a rt.  

T h irteen  out o f f i f t e e n  apiders from one cocoon were seen to  balloon  

soon a f t e r  emergence. Reasons and/or conditions fo r  ba lloon ing  and 

o th er aeronautic  behaviour have been discussed by severa l authors  

(BRIBTOWK, 1929, 1939; W W M , 1956; SOüTHWOOB, 1962; WfmB-BDWARDB, 

1962; RIGHTS, 1970; VAN VAICT, 1971; VAN wmH2U)i3» and VUGTS. 1974). 

Methods o f ba lloon ing  have been described by KASTON (1948), CLOUBühÊY- 

THOKPSON (1950) and m m m h l (1973).

Many factors undoubtedly contribute to a decrease in numbers 

through the season. These include predation, parasitism, lack of suit

able web sites, lack of food, adverse weather conditions, migration 

and natural death. Regarding this particular study, the following 

points may be emphasized. The #*yelcal structure of U. eurouaeuH and 

the way it grows meant that the nuüiber of potential sites for small 

webs was veiy much greater than for large webs. On the railings, thia 

was far less so. U. eurooaeua main stems were not rigid, and atrica 

nymphs especially, when disturbed, jumped from their retreats supported 

on a thread. They did not always regain the retreats. Railings were 

rigid, also x-notata were more reluctant to leave their retreats when 

disturbed. BRISTOWS (1941) suggested that the greatest eneirdes of 

spiders were other spiders. That many spider species including atrioa 

inhabited tu eurooaeus.and that x-notata was almost the only species 

living on the railings have been mentioned previously. Difficulty in 

pinpointing spiders on IJ. europaeus applied more to young ones and 

therefore does not explain why atrioa numbers dropped more sharply
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than x-notata and a lower percentage apparently reached maturity. The 

overall results may not indicate real differences between the species 

but reflect differences in characteristics of the sites themselves.

Sexual Behaviour 

Brief descriptions of courtship and mating in x-notata have been 

given by WAICKENAKB (1842), WXJKST (1926), BRISTOWB (1929a) and WI8HU3, 

(19)1). and in atrica by BRISTOWK (1929a) and WIBHLS (1931). Thee, 

last two authors quoted from more detailed descriptions by GERHAEBT 

(1924, 1926) for atrica and x-notata respectively. In the present 

study, the two species have been closely compared at all stages. 

Material and Method

Information was gathered both in the field and from mixed male 

and feraale groups in glass tanks in the laboratory. Each 35 x 22 x 22  

cm. tank containing four mature females and six mature males, was large 

enough for the females to construct normal webs. Close observations 

and notes were made during behaviour sequences and on these arc based 

the following descriptions.

Results

Courtship and mating in both species occurred on the female webs, 

although the males often laid down a special mating thread, as des

cribed later. Before mating, each male ctmrged its pal^m with semen.

On one occasion only for each species was this seen to take place just 

prior to courtship, suggesting that it usually occurred earlier.

(a ) Sperm induction

Differences between the species in sperm induction may be partly 

attributable to differences in palp lengtĴ is. In each case, the spider 

constructed a short horizontal thread and then hung on it ventral side 

uppermost. In x-notata. the abdomen was held near the thread and 

abdominal contractions followed. The spider n»ved aiigiitly backwards
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and applied a palp probably to the unseen semen on the thread. The 

process was repeated, first the pumping action, then application of 

the second palp. The spider laoved away within twenty seconds. In 

atrioa. while hanging on the thread, the palpal tarsi were alternately 

moved from a position some distance in front of the chelioerae to the 

region of the sternum and held there for t\fo or tliree seconds. These 

actions were soon accompanied by up and down pumping movements of the 

abdomen, then again without them. \diole action lasted three min

utes, followed by a rest of tliree minutes. The spider moved away, then 

stopped and applied the palps in turn to the mouth. It jaarked time 

with the palps twice a second before moving off with the tarsi held a 

little in front of the ohelieerae.

(B) Courtship and mating.

This behaviour was observed during the day and at night, in both 

species.

bhen a male x-notata cam© into contact with female silk, it 

approached the female retreat either along a retreat anchor thread or 

more usually via the web and web hub. Often plucking movements were 

made with legs one and two, the left first and the right second plucking 

almost together, then the right first and left second, alternating about 

once per second. The female sometimes did not seem to react, or nmd* 

plucking movements on the signal thread. If at the hub it returned to 

the retreat, dropped from the web on a thread, or approached the male 

in an agitated manner. Unless actually chased off, and this was not 

observed, the male quickly constructed a mating thread in one of several 

ways. Such threads were spun from a retreat anchor thread to scaffold

ing, from the hub to scaffolding or to a radius bounding the free sector 

or a neighbouring one. In one instance, the male cleared part of the 

upper web arid constructed a miting thread similar to a new radius. 

Returning part way along the thread, the male enticed the female onto
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it by plucking as before, by rapid vibrations of the first lego than the 

second lego, or seemingly making little movement. Usually within a few 

seconds, the female moved onto the thread with plucking movements. As 

the spiders almost touched, the male moved slightly backwards and the 

female presented as follows. The thread was gripped by the third pair 

of lege in the region of the epigyne. The other legs were spread widely 

and the spider hung head downwards in a quiescent manner with its vent

ral surface facing the male. The male moved forward frantically strok

ing the female with its front legs and alternately plucking the thread 

close to the female epigyne with its second legs* The male lunged with 

one palp towards the epigyne. Insertion was accomplished immediately, 

after a number of lunges (up to twenty) or was unsuccessful. Only 

during insertion was the male quiescent. Whether successful or not, 

typically the other palp was applied to the mouthparts before lunges 

with it were commenced. When the male rested, the female moved away 

but was often enticed or came back onto the same mating thread, or 

another constructed by the male. Actual attempts at mating lasted from 

one to thirty minutes and palpal insertions numbered from nil to twenty* 

Each insertion took from one to over twenty seconds, the higher the 

number of insertions, the less time each one lasted. One male success

fully mated with the same feavile on two occasions one hour apart. Both 

males and females were seen to ofâte with more than one partner.

During the autumn, single or less commonly two male atrica were 

found on the edge of the female web, usually some distance from the 

retreat. They were either on their own thread attached to the web 

frame, on a web anchor thread or on a frame thread. Most were quiescent 

although on a few occasions males wore seen to feed on insects trapped 

on the web. Courtship often began by stretching? the lege, applying the 

tarsi of the palps and legs one and two to the uKJuthparts, and rubbing 

the palps together and against the ohelieerae. There followed
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a "loosaning up" of the first three pairs of legs. legs on one

side were rotated in unison in a wheel-like motion for one second 

(three rotations par second) and after a short pause, repeated with the 

other three legs, This continued for two or three minutes. The male 

then began plucking the threcjid it was on with legs one and two as in 

x-notata. first quietly, then more firmly. This lasted from a few 

minutes to over an hour. Sometimes there was an intervening rest per

iod followed by the tarsi being applied to the mouthparts and wheel 

motion of the lags before plucking recommenced. Plucking usually ended 

with the female moving from the retreat or hub and approaching the male 

while violently shaking tlie web. This often frightened the male whioh 

quickly moved away or dropped on a thread. Occasionally, the male 

stood its ground so that the two spiders met on the thread with their 

ventral surfaces uppermost. There was frantic Interplay of logs one 

and two, and this seemed very near to fighting. % e  interplay lasted 

from a few seconds to two or three minutes, the male apparently strok

ing the female’s front legs and parts of the body. After applying a 

palpal tarsus to the mouthparts, the loale lunged at the female epigyne 

with this palp, and in doing so tlia long palp passed horizontally above 

the female’s mouth. When insertion was successfuli the female was seen 

to be holding the palp in its ohelieerae at the distal end of the femur. 

It was released after a few eeoonda aa the palp was withdrawn and the 

spiders sprang apart. Both spiders were only quiescent during inser

tion. Many lunges were unsuccessful. After a maximum of two insertions, 

the second with the other palp, the male was chased away and the female 

returned to its retreat. On a few occasions, the male later resumed 

plucking, but either g a v e up or was chased away by the female.

Tî-iô above descriptions are in basic agreement with those of 

GSRHARDT (1924* 1926), but contain details not mentioned by this author. 

The wheel motion of the legs by male atrica in early courtship, and the
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grasping in the female ohelieerae of the male atrica palp during 

insertion are examples. As described, obs*ervetI differences between 

the species in courtship and mating behaviour are numerous and may be 

summarized as follows.

x-notata

The male does not take up resid
ence on the edge of the female 
web.

%ie male constructs a mating 
thread.

From the beginning of courtship 
to attempted mating is usually 
quite short, perhaps one to two 
minutes.

The female ioay take the lead 
during courtship.

The female is not usually ag
gressive. It "presents” and is 
quiescent during male lunges.

iuring mating, the female hangs 
downwards and the male partly 
downwards facing the female.

The female does not grip the 
male palp in its ohelieerae 
during insertion.

There tnay be a series of one or 
two palpal insertions over as 
much as half an hour.

Courtship normally ends in at 
least attempted mating.

atrica

This male takas up residence on the 
edge of the female web.

Hie male may use a web fraïae thread 
es a mating thread.

Courtship is often quite long. Wheel 
motion of the legs followed by thread 
plucking may last an hour or more.

The male takes the lead during 
courtship.

The female appears aggressive. It 
does not "present” and 1» only quies
cent during palpal insertion.

During mating, both hang ventral side 
uppermost, facing one another.

The female grips the male palp in 
its cheliceraQ during Insertion.

The maximum number of palpal inser
tions appears to be two, and renewed 
courtship is unsuccessful.

Courtship frequently ends in the 
female chasing away the male with
out any attempted mating.
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CHAPTER K 

DISCUSSION

In this investigation, it haw been confirmed that x-notata and 

atrioa. so similar morphologloally, especially in the early nymph&l 

stages, are distinct species which do not interbreed. In other 

families, copulation has been observed between different species of 

Eresue. liresidao (Gi^'AHDr, 192û), .Doloraedes. Visauridae (BONNET,

1955) and Balticus. balticidae (L0CKh3*, 1939). Two Lycosa. bycosidae 

species have mated and produced fertile eggs in the laboratory (DOCKET 

and NJLLIDGrE, 1951). However, neither x-notata nor atrica males 

responded sexually towards females of tlie other species in the labor

atory, and differences in courtship and mating probably preclude auoh 

behaviour. Normal courtship is elicited by contact with adult female 

silk. The tarsal org8.\iS described by M K D  (lh83) are ohemoaensitive 

( B m M m m m L ,  19355 FOELIX, 1970a), as are probably other blunt-tipped 

hairs on the legs and palps (K)EUX, 1970b). Bex pheroraones associated 

with drag-line silk have been demonstrated in Pardosa (VLIJI4 and 

R l O n m ,  1966; HICHTEli, STOLTING and 7LUM, 1971), and contact sex 

pheroiaones in four other lyoosid spideis, three being species-specific 

(HSGDüKaU and DONDALE, 1969). Such stimuli are probably tiie prime 

roieasers of male courtship behaviour in many families, Including the 

Argiopldae (Araneidae) (PMTNICK, 1971). In ‘ZygielXa. the presence of 

an orb-web is not essential for the initiation of courtship behaviour.

Of various positions adopted by male and female spiders during 

copulation (l%)NTCKM3RY, 1903), five basic types, with variations, have 

bean recognised by G m m m  (1924, 1926). GSHHAHUP included both
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x_rQotata and a tr io a  in  h is  type I  p o s itio n . I t  is  possible th a t the  

x -n o ta ta  evolved from the a tr io a  p o s itio n . A fte r  approaching the male 

on the mating thread p r io r  to  co p u latio n , the female x -n o ta ta  p e r t ly  

re leases the thread to  liang head downwards, aa d is t in c t  from a tr io a  

whioh does n o t. Male x -n o ta ta  are  o e r ta in iy  less  vu lnerab le  to  a tta c k  

from tlio female ju s t  before and during co p u latio n . The evo lu tio n  o f  

sexual behaviour in  spiders is  discussed by K)NTGOMKRY (19^ 3),

A h S X k m m  and W E E  (1957) and PIATNICK (1971).

A short l i t e r a tu r e  review  o f the types o f h a b ita t  selected  by the  

two species is  presented, and the in form ation  augmented by observations  

made during th is  study. Mixed populations do occasionally  occur, 

p r im a r ily  on veg e ta tio n . However, a t r io a  is  ty p ic a lly  found on p lants  

d is ta n t from human h a b ita tio n , and x-not& ta on houses, eaede e tc . and 

o ften  on neighbouring shrubs and bushe». Some o f the l a t t e r  spiders  

m igrate from man-made s tru c tu re s , g e n era lly  as ba llooning f i r s t  nysnphs. 

By marking mature female sp ide is  (w ith  a spot o f p a in t on the carapace) 

i t  was found th a t t i l ls  m igration  w?is p a r t ly  reversed in  la te  autumn, 

e s p e c ia lly  from deciduous p la n ts . C o rre la tio n  between the d is tr ib u 

tio n s  o f some sp id er and p lan t species has been demonstrated by CIÎSW 

(1961), SCHICK (1965). fOLEMSC (196?) and SlgCHEiOT and RSï®® (1972). 

However, gross d iffe re n ce s  between x -n o ta ta  and a t r ic a  in  p la n t pre

ference are  not in d ica te d , and both are oommonly found on Ulex  

euronaeus and Crataegus iionogyna. fo r  example. D ifferences seem to  

be lin ked  more w ith  where the p lants  are  s itu a te d  tiian w ith  the ac tu a l 

species.

As s ta ted  in  I ,  a s u ita b le  web s ite  must provide s c a ff

o ld in g  fo r  the re t r e a t  and web, m ioroclim atic  conditions su ited  to the  

p h ys io lo g ica l needs o f the sp id er, and an adequate food supply.

Various authors have in ves tig a ted  fa c to rs  whioh in flu en ce  the s it in g  

o f webs in  d if fe r e n t  ap id ers . T h e ir conclusions are  summarised by
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ENDSRS (1972). MoCOOK (1869) suggested that spiders find sites by 

ohanoe but SAVORY (19)0) considered tîriat physical conditions determine 

precisely where webs are located. TIIAUIN (1942) agreed with SAVORY, 

emphasizing the importance of tropiams (taxes). TTJHOTJLL (1964) found 

that web sites were vacated unless adequate prey was captured.

CHSRRItTO (1964) suggested that prey was not particularly important, 

but was able to show a link between web position and light and humid

ity preferences as demonstrated in the laboratory. However, SNDERS 

(1972) concluded that light and low humidity preferences in laboratory 

experiments could not be deciding factors in site selection. EBE&HA&O 

(1971, 1972) and (1972) noted that windy sites were not chosen.

Several authors, including DUFTiSY (1962b, I966) and w m m  (1972, 1973) 

stressed the importance of habitat structure in web site selection. 

These findings show that many factors, not all of equal importance, 

influence where webs are built. The investigation of auoh factors in 

x-notata and atrioa formed part of this study.

Except for young first nymphs whioh do not build retreats, spiders 

of both species build them before ttie webs. Surprisingly, there seems 

to be little or no investigation of the potential web site before 

retreat construction. At least on structures where mixed populations 

are found, retreat positions indicate that x-notata and atrica select 

sites in a similar way. Hiroughout development, both show a tendency 

to climb, and in all but the youngest apiders, after climbing, to 

settle in holes, crevices etc. whioh seemingly provide contact stimuli 

from more than one direction. Often within a few minutes of settling, 

spiders commence retreat construction. In animals, low thigmotactic 

behaviour (remaining in crevices) is almost always associated with 

negative phototaxis (FRABNKEL and GDNH, I96I). Most middle and late 

stage spiders are negatively phototaotio in strong light, but adult
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females and probably younger stages reverse this beliaviour when con

fined in small spaces overnight. The change in behaviour may well be 

important in guiding the spider to open places where the web itself 

can be built.

Both species build webs daily, typically just before sunrise, a 

time of temperature minimum (SFHONK, 1935)• Based mainly on labora

tory studies, factors whioh may cause a decrease in the frequency of 

web-building include wind and bright light (SBSRHARD, 1971), heavy 

feeding (WIEHDE, 1927; KOENIG, 1951; WOLFF and HBMPFL, 1951), even 

temperature and brevity of daylight (WlTT, 1956), rising or high temp

eratures (SPRONK, 1955) and moulting (WITT et al, I968). However, it 

was noticed several times in the field that weba almost covered in 

small insect prey were replaced the next and subsequent days. Also, 

spiders moulting only a few hours after building webs renewed them 

the following morning. When adverse weather eg. strong winds or rain, 

prevented web-building before dawn, it often took place later wlien 

conditions improved, although less oommonly as the day progressed.

Under controlled laboratory conditions, x-notata and atrica tend 

to build webs wiiich transect the incident light rays. Field webs 

commonly lie parallel to the faces of dense hedges, shrubs and bushes 

on which they are built. Often the retreat is not in the plane of the 

web, but lies deeper in the foliage. The spider moves outwards from 

the retreat to construct the web. Here, jrfiototaotio responses certain

ly play a part. On other structures, for example railings or window 

frames, the direction in which the web faces and the relative positiona 

of retreat and web are largely governed by the structural character

istics of the scaffolding. Both species build their webs in the same 

manner, and this has been described in detail elsewhere.

Except for the smaller amount of silk used by atrioa in retreat
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construction, the larger number of radii in atrica vehs and one or two 

other minor differences, the close similarity in the webs of the two 

apeoi 3 hsLQ been demonstrated. % e y  are alike in basic design, ap

proximately vertical, with the retreat typically above the level of 

the hub. The free sector, characteristic of the genus, is not as 

Common as the literature generally states. Its presence or absence 

is linked with the position of the retreat relative to the web plane. 

As mi^t be expected, larger spiders built larger webs, but at equiv

alent stages of development, mean web size waa similar in the two 

species. In mixed populations, no significant difference was observed 

in the hei^t of webs, either between the instfirs or the species. 

ÎSNDEHS (1972) noted that web height increased with instar in Argiooe 

aurantia. Also, young A. aurantia webs were nearer the ground than 

those of A. trifaaciata. although thero was no such difference in 

adult webs.

.It was noted that atrioa field webs deteriorated more quickly 

than x-notata webs on hot, still and warm, windy days. The reasons 

for this are not known. However, it is known that temperature and 

humidity can have a great effect on thread elasticity (OS WILDE, 1945)* 

Also, older webs are more susceptible to wind damage than newly spun 

ones (p o i n t i n g, 19&5), presumably because threads become fatigued.

Thin threads fatiguo more quickly than tîiicker ones, losing their 

elasticity or strength from over-extension or drying out (RBMtBARD, 

1971)* Spiders can control the thickness of the web frame and radial 

threads produced from the ampullate glands (wiIflON, 1962a, b, 1969), 

and also the viscid thread (CHRISTIANSSN et al, 1962). The function 

of the different silk glands and the ohemimtiy and properties of the 

silks in Argiopids (mainly Araneus diadematus) are discussed by IDCAB 

(1964), FEAKAU (1964, 1969), WITT et al (I96B) and ANI)SRSON*(l970). 

LANGER (1969) describes the effect of external forces on spider webs.
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Diffaranoos between x-notata and atrica webs in their ability to with

stand damage may therefore be as a result of differences in thickness 

of oomparablo thraada, in the.chemistry and properties of equivalent 

silks or in web groan struoturo. Investigation is required on this 

point. The web differences could enable x-notata to inhabit warmer, 

drier situations than atrica.

There are ptQrsioal conditions which spiders cannot tolerate, and 

within the tolerance limits are conditions whioh spiders prefer. 

Temperature and humidity (in that it interacts with temperature, wind 

velocity etc. to influence evaporation rate) are two important ^lysioal 

factors referred to previously. Regarding preferences, these may 

differ in the same species depending on hunger, sex, stage of life 

cycle, season, acclimatization to non-optimal conditions and so on 

(MACFADYSN, 1963). However, first nymph spiders used in the tempera

ture gradient experiments were of the same age, and had been reared 

in similar conditions in the laboratory. Adult females of both species 

in the temperature choice chamber exporimonts were collected from 

neighbouring field populations at the same time, and kept in the lab

oratory for several days before experimentation. Adult females in 

humidity experiments ware treated similarly. The temperature experi

ments suggest that both first nymph and adult female x-notata in dry 

air prefer temperatures 3°G« to 4*̂ C. higher than atrioa. Humidity 

experiments indicate that at 20®C. (and to a lesser extent at 5^G.), 

adult females of both species avoid moist air and actually prefer 

relatively dry air, especially x-notata. Together, the experiments 

suggest that x-notata prefers somewhat drier, warmer conditions than 

atrioa.

Adult female x-notata in the laboratory can withstand prolonged 

periods at -2^0. muoli better than atrica. and this confirms field 

observations that atrica are more susceptible to cold weather. The
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x-not&ta mean upper i.̂ aralysis temperature of 45°C. is ij^C. higher 

than atrioa. presumably giving x-notata an advantage at these high 

temperatures. The upper paralyeia temperature is not affected by 

acclimatisation (SEYMOUR and VIÎTaOAH, 1973)-

Spiders ore adapted to a terrestrial mode of life. They reduce 

water losa by excreting 75^ - 87^ waste nitrogen in the form of 

guanine, wtiioh is more insoluble than uric acid (aNDEHSOH, 1966), 

Spiders are similar to insects in that the cuticle has an outer water

proofing waxy layer (smWLL, 1955? CLQUDSLEY-THüMPSÜN, 19575 LOCKWOOD,

1963). %ere is a critical temperature associated with this type of 

cuticle above which tiiere is a rapid increase in the rate of water 

leas. % i s  is probably because the ordered wax layer is disrupted and 

the molecules become randomly orientated (LOCKWOOD, 196))• The crit

ical tefflî eratures of both x-notata and atrica are about 56^0. Above 

)6°C., the rate of weight loss increases rapidly, but more so in 

atrioa. At 44^0., it is from 20*/ to higher than in x-notata.

Both species are very resistant to desiccation, x-notata to a 

greater degree than atrioa. % e  difference between them la especially 

marked at higher temperatures. Even at 20®C., x-notata first nymidis 

at 34# H.H. and without food and water lived for an average of 44 days, 

43# longer than atrioa. Adult females lived for an average of 42 days, 

32# longer than atrica. These results suggest that x-notata is better 

able to withstand warmer drier conditions than atrioa. From tempera

ture and humidity readings taken in spiders' retreats in the field, it 

seems that upper temperature extremes especially are more likely to 

be encountered in x-notata retreats. Water lost from the body is 

replaced either by water in the food or by drinking. Ho water is 

taken up through the body surface (NEMEHZ, 1954)- MILLOT and FONTAINE 

(1937) divided spiders into two groups, those with body contents less 

than 70#  water having no need to drink. Xyoosids are able to drink
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Bcil capillary we-tor (PARHY, 1954), but field-layer spiders only drink 

if there is rein or adat, unless they move üo\m  to  the ground (SUiTCY, 

1962b), MeCOOK (1895) noted tliat young Z^&l&llc@ could take water 

droplets off the web and carry them in their chelicerae. This was not 

noted in the field during this study. In the laboratory, it was quits 

common to see atrice drinking but unusual to see x-notata. except when 

very dehydrated.

Attention has been drawn to the high mortality rate of atrica 

raised at 25^C- compared with x-notata. and also with both species

raised at 20^C. Hi© rate is especially high in males during the final

Eoult. Ihrobably the moulting fluid evaporates before the appendages, 

i>articularly the long palps, can be extracted. Whether the process of 

moulting normally tables longer in atrica, or the properties of the 

moulting fluids are different in the two species remains to be inves

tigated. Moulting in spiders, aa in siany artîmopode, seems to be con- 

trolled \iy eodyeterone (KKEjmttKmiSmK and SCHHElDisEmH, 1968). 

Observation shows tlmt it eiay occur at any time of the day, and is 

not confined to cooler, humid periods. In warm drying conditions, 

atrica will have difficulty in completing its life cycle. Hiis could 

be an important factor preventing atrica from occupying those sites 

favoured by x-notata. where temperatures may reach between ^ 0 ^ 0 . and 

40^0. in the retreats. Even x-notata on a few occasions were seen to 

vacate their retreats and move a little way along the signal thread

where the temperature was a few degrees lower. PAERY (1951) and

CLOUIBLEl-THOI'üBÜK (1962) discuss factors controlling body temperature 

in terrestrial arthropods. L W I  (196?) sugg-eets tbuit a tendency towards 

silver colour will help to reduce body temperature, and in general, 

atrica is more silver In colour than x-notata.

Feeding experiments at temperatures where apiders are able to 

catoh pray indicate that the length of each developmental stage is
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greater at low rates of feeding than at higji rates. However, in 

xrAQtata especially, spiders at low feeding rates tend to mature at 

an earlier stage, and this might enable them to complete their life 

cycle even vdien food is scarce. It has been pointed out that several 

authors working with other species have found an increase in the num

ber of stages, while TüHïOSîLL (1965) noted no difference in 
Agalenopsia ootteri. After hatching, the length of development in 

the two species is approximately the same for spiders raised in similar 

conditions. However, atrica are manHer than x-notata. and poorly fed 

spiders smaller than well fed ones. Hiis may be important in that 

within a family, the number of eggs increases with the size of the 

mother (FETSiîSON 1950), and also better fed spiders lay larger batches 

of eggs (BOMET, 1933a, 1933a; BRIBTOWB, 1939).

Both ZvRlella species are very resistant to starvation, as men

tioned earlier. In the field, there was no evidence to suggest that 

the two species differ in their food preferences. Ho insect prey was 

seen to be rejected with distaste, as reported by BRISTOWS (1941), 

although the reaction to insects striking the web wae very variable.

In some oases, the spiders attacked the prey immediately, while at 

other times, tiiey did not leave their retreats- TURNBULL (l960a,

1973) refers to similar behaviour in other spiders, pointing out that 

differences in the phyaiological state of the spider may help to 

explain this inconsistent behaviour. In general, spiders are very 

sensitive to objects entering their webs and can distinguish between 

prey and young spiders (TffiPZEL, 1961) or artifacts (PARRY, 1965). 

However, satiated spiders sometimes reject normally acceptable prey 

(BRISTOv^S, 1941)» and spiders close to moulting may refuse food 

(MIYASaiTA, 1968a).

In the laboratory, TURNBULL (1964) found that Achaearanea 

tenidariorum moved its web from sites yielding insufficient prey to
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others yielding ample prey. MBUOWBKA-PEOT (i960) and LUC2M (1963) 

noted that an inoreaee in insecte near vegetation was associated with 

an increaae in shade and humidity. MMIS (1969) found that flying 

insoots tend to be oonoentrated behind windbreaks. Webs built on iron 

railings sheltered by bushes, for example, would be subject to lees 

wind damage and also be in a favoured position for trapping insects. 

Although wind is probably the primary factor, in tli© laboratory at 

least, apiders are stimulated to build webs by the presence of flying 

insect®. It may be that such insects are detected by vibrations gene

rated either in thread® attached to the retreat or in the air- Web 

spiders have lyrlform organ» on the legs sensitive to web vibrations 

(FHIHGLE. 1955; USSmiP&LD, 1956, 1961? VALGOTT, 1969), and triohobo- 

thria sensitive to airborne sound» (flllNGrS and HiïïTO, 1966; GORHBR 

and ANBHEWS. I969). ElSMm et al (1964) and ElSNm (19&5) observed 

that several types of flying insect including Lepidoptera often escape 

from webs. TURNBULL (1960a), KAJAK (1965) and ROBINSON and ROBINSON

(1970) found that prey caught in webs was not the same as that avail

able, judged by samples taken using sweep nets and other similar means. 

Observation of prey in Zygiella webs and the way the spiders reacted 

to it did not suggest any gross differences in the feeding behaviour 

of the two species.

Reasona have been given for studying the life cycles in two 

separate one-species populations instead of in mixed populations.

Prom laboratory work, the lengtrvs of the individual developmental 

stages in the two species, raised under the same conditions, are very 

similar. An exception ia the egg stage, where development is more 

rapid in x-notata. especially at higher temperatures. As a result, 

it seema likely that in mixed populations, x-notata emerges from egg 

cocoons earlier than atrica. giving it an advanta,c« in web site sel

ection. Comparing the two separate populations, x-notata oertainiy
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emerged before atrioa. and tiiia alao ooourred at other "typioal” 

x-notata and atrioa sitea. Maturity was reached and mating* took 

place earlier in x-notata. resulting in a longer egg-laying period. 

Although there was no significant difference between the species in 

the number of eggs laid per batch, aiore batches were laid by x-notata. 

Sperm was stored in the female for several weeks at least, and this 

has been noted in other sjmoies (WILD, 1957» COOKE, 1966). BONNST 

(1927, 1955b) found no evidence for parthenogenesis in several apider 

species, and this present work supports tlmt view, althou^ V/ASOWSKA

(1971) describes parthenogenesis in Thootima feminina (Oohyrooeratidae).

Evidence from both field and laboratory indicates tliat x-notata 

can tolerate and actually prefers warmer, drier conditions tlian atrioa. 

Moreover, the later developmental stages are more resistant to low 

temperatures than atrica. and all stages tested survived for longer 

periods without food or water. Haese and other facts discovered 

during this research and brought out in discussion indicate that 

x-notata is more adaptable, and this may explain its wider and more 

varied diatribution.

Examples have been cited where atrica placed on structures 

cleared of x-notata either moved away or did not eurvive. A speoific 

case where over a period of four years, x-notata encroached upon and 

almost took over an atrica sit© indicates that x-notata can probably 

survive in most habitats occupied by atrica. Other observations 

support this theory* Continued urbanization will see the advance of 

x-notata into areas inhabited by atrica. eind it is likely that atrica 

will be further restricted in its distribution as a result.

Both species were first reported in North America a little less 

than a century ago, almost certainly imported from Europe (GEffPSOH,

1964). Of the two, x-notata has spread much more rapidly, down both 

the east and west coasts. On the west coast especially, it ia common
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on shrub», trees, rock cliffs and dirt banks along atreaas, in 

addition to the more usual domestic situations- This illustrates 

the dispersal powers and the adaptability of this species.
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